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Introduction
"It is hard to hear a new voice, as hard as it is to listen to an unknown language ...
Why? - Out of fear.
The world fears a new experience more than it fears anything ..."
- D.H. Lawrence1

You do not dare to know
The real truth.
He does not dare to face
The real light.
I do not dare to attain
The real silence.
- Sri Chinmoy2

Does our own age fear a new spiritual voice? Lawrence was talking of a new voice to be
found in the early American classics, while Sri Chinmoy's poem here indicates that same
instinctive aversion in relation to the new spiritual experience. How relevant then are
Lawrence's comments in relation to the poetry of Sri Chinmoy at the end of the 20th
Century and the beginning of a new Millennium?
A common criticism of metaphysical poetry is that it is only understood by the initiated. If
the poetry of Sri Chinmoy is placed in that category then it may also be restricted by
traditional standards and expectations of the genre. Traditionally, literary evaluations tend
to concentrate on poetic complexity or multiplicity in a way that masks or fails to uncover
what really may be a distinctively new voice of the age, particularly in relation to spiritual
poetry. Sri Chinmoy has intimated that the reading of his poetry and prose can be utilised
as a method of entering into a higher state of consciousness for the novice, the seeker or
the reader; in effect, a method of contacting or awakening the reader's own inner pathway
into this higher, more universal plane of consciousness.3
The idea of a poetic voice expressing or evoking pure consciousness is, of course, a
paradoxical problem, for it raises the conundrum - how can one express in mere words an

experience of such a subjective metaphysical nature, or, in other words, how does one
'express the inexpressible'? The daunting nature of such a task has, however, never
discouraged the artist or writer from attempting it. If we witness the poetic stance of
Herbert, Donne, Wordsworth, Whitman, Hopkins and Dickinson, they are all in some
degree attempting to relay their own experience of the relationships between the body and
spirit, time and eternity, matter and consciousness; and to explore the most complex and
intricate secrets of the essence of existence. They each devised a tailored style and form
arising out of their own unique needs and perceptions. Sri Chinmoy also has endeavoured
to forge a new style and a new language to express the particular vision of his
transcendental experiences.
Sri Chinmoy came to the U.S. in 1964 with the express inner compulsion to offer the fruits
of his own realisation to the Western world. His philosophy emphasises a kind of marriage
between Western dynamism and Eastern spirituality - a path which promotes selftranscendence through the inner peace of the heart.4 In his attraction to the dynamic
nature of Western culture, Sri Chinmoy leaves behind the spiritual views of the past
whereby one must practise meditation alone and shut off from the world.5 I will argue that
the spirit of the poetry of Sri Chinmoy is a natural progression from, and an extension of,
the American Transcendentalist tradition, and I will concentrate on making any points of
comparison with poets that I view in this context.
Sri Chinmoy's poetic language is highly distinctive in comparison to many other styles,
particularly in devotional poetry. It denotes a rather more innocent approach, rather than
sophistication; not so much building on past traditions but taking universal themes and
starting afresh. His use of the most basic, and simple language and tropes, brief lyrics, even
aphoristic or haiku-styled poems, allows for the portrayal of very intimate but singularly
significant moments in the spiritual journey of an individual. These moments then often
tend to indicate a larger and more unified context of spirituality - the vision he holds of the
absolute oneness of the universe. The personal and the universal are always present in
each other.6
In this introduction I shall discuss this very characteristic feature of Sri Chinmoy's poetry:
the distilling down to a specific concept, which in contemplation then expands the
awareness into the inferred reality beyond the physical world. I shall also look at the
simple style and language used by Sri Chinmoy to see in what manner and to what extent
they reflect the message he wishes to convey. Furthermore, I shall outline the criteria for
the particular poems chosen for the study from the prolific poetic works available,
indicating why I think they are representative and centrally related to the wider vision of
Sri Chinmoy's transcendentalist teaching.
For the most part, the poetic language of Sri Chinmoy is stripped bare of intricate nature
imagery, or complex and extended metaphorical tropes. Additionally, the poet uses
traditional forms of rhyme and metre quite sparingly, preferring instead the contained
brevity of the lyric form in the style of free verse.

However, Sri Chinmoy does use the more common metrical forms and rhyme schemes for
certain vital themes, as I will show in chapter three. In any case, he never fails to maintain
his brevity of style and, coupled with the subject matter of the spiritual path, this adds to
the heightened austerity of the tone.
As Alan Spence has indicated, there are very few things of a material or concrete
description in the poetry of Sri Chinmoy, and those things which are to be found, are used
as an archetypal code, a symbolic language of man's inner spiritual life.7
...O Bird of Light, O Bird of Light,
With Your glowing and flowing flames
Do enter into my heart once again ...8
The 'bird of light' is often used by the poet to describe both the expression of the spiritually
aspiring human heart, as well as the feeling of glowing elation, or uplifting movement of
the heart during meditation, attributed to the surge of the soul.
The golden Boat
Is beauty's speed.
The golden Shore
Is divinity's crown.
The golden Dream,
Reality dreams.
The golden Pilot,
Eternity claims.9
Similarly, here Sri Chinmoy extends the common trope of the sea of life, to illustrate his
chosen path to God as the Boat, the Shore as the goal of realisation, the Dream as God's
vision for humanity, and the Pilot as God Himself, both inner and outer aspects.
I would like to argue that this paring down or reductive tendency, the very simplicity of
language, is one of the quintessential ingredients of Sri Chinmoy's poetry, as it mimics the
message he is attempting to convey - that of the surprisingly simple but profound nature of
consciousness itself. To express the transcendental consciousness, Sri Chinmoy must
illustrate feelings of 'soulfulness', a task he attempts as though it were as easy and as
natural as the expression of joy, love, honour and so on. The simplicity, purity and power
of the poet's language are facilitated by such methods as the Sanskrit mantra and sutra,
which he brings to his poetic style in English from his native Bengali traditions.10
There is a necessity then for this style of expression to be freed from extraneous
connotations of worldly associations and experience, and the intellectual transactions of
the mental faculties. It must be recognised that this is where the traditional schools of
poetic expression diverge from the voice which Sri Chinmoy chooses. His choice is not to
rely on the imaginative faculty of the mind, but to utilise and merge with the more intuitive
and instinctive connections of the soul with its highest consciousness, producing, in many

instances, poems which are created whole rather than 'worked out' or developed in the
usual fashion of drafting over and again. This complicates and frustrates the role of the
literary critic, whose tools of analysis tend to involve the intellect as the mainstay, and any
higher creative functions, such as intuition, as merely an inspirational bonus. In addition, it
raises the question of what category of literature we are dealing with here, and what
possible evaluations we can make of the poetry.
The experience of the poetry of Sri Chinmoy illustrates that the absolute highest
consciousness of the divine can be more easily apprehended by the heart: a psychic centre
of the being, which is closest to the soul and, therefore, according to this Yogi's teaching,
manifests similar qualities such as purity, delight and humility. The faculty of the heart is
separate from the faculty of the mind, whose step by step, analytical and critical functions
tend to interfere and distract, reducing all ideas to a discursive or dialectical level (a
problematical situation which is well known to individuals practising meditation).
Therefore, descriptive density as such would be counter-productive and superfluous in this
case since it would tend to engage the imaginative intellect rather than the heart. What the
poet is trying to achieve is a purity and simplicity of expression, which take on a most
particular significance and beauty - in a way, elevating the language. In addition, if it is
correct that the consciousness of the heart can directly apprehend or intuit as it were some
kind of spiritual truth or experience, then this certainly has some interesting implications
in the argument about whether language is used to express reality or whether reality can be
shaped by language.
Sri Chinmoy explains this further dimension of communication: "The soul uses the soul's
language, which is light. It is through light that the soul expresses itself. When the soul's
light expresses itself to the physical in us, the physical mind gets the message in a way it
can understand. It is not actually words that the soul is using. The soul is offering and
scattering its light and the physical is receiving it in the way that it finds most
convincing."11 In other words, what we would call a 'flash of intuition' can occur; or
perhaps it can be recognised as that sometime familiar 'twinge of conscience'. One
technique that Sri Chinmoy uses to express or illustrate this 'flash' or message from the
consciousness of the soul is the compound noun, an interesting feature of his style because
of its unique nature. Bennett hails Sri Chinmoy's use of the compound noun as a new form,
working for a conceptual advance "... used to indicate a development in man's
comprehension of God",12 and makes extensive comparisons of the use of this feature by
other poets.
The compound noun can in fact be seen as an emblem of the unity of the form and the
message. Rather than being vague or indefinite, it can produce that unique precision and
compactness which at once comes down to a single image and then expands into the vision
of the universal reality of being; for example: 'welkin-rim', the slightly curved, outer edge
of the firmament, upper sky or heavens, beyond land to the unknown; 'nectar-silence',
sweet, fluid, nourishing substance, food of the gods; and, 'Father-Son', with its Christ
allusions, the act of realisation, the lover and the Beloved become interchangeable.

The brevity of Sri Chinmoy's poems in no way detracts from the qualities of concentration
and intensity of the poetic image, rather the effort in reading helps one to the intuited
feeling of a truth revealed. A leap of imagination is not needed here. Shakespeare in the
same way seemed to bridge this gap, the communication of the deep mysteries of human
life, with aphoristic utterances of universal significance, which have since passed into the
common colloquialism. For example, Hamlet comes easily to mind: "What a piece of work
is man ..." and "To be or not to be: That is the question ..."
If then this seeming simplicity of language masks merely the subtlety of expression of a
heightened consciousness of the poet, how may we read the poems correctly to apprehend
this experience ourselves? Do we in fact re-create the experience of the poet as we read
what he has written? Or is it a closed and very select fraternity of spiritual adepts who will
gain entry into this experience of the highest? To explore these questions through the
language of the poetry, I have chosen what I see as a particular group of related poems.
These poems I have united under a single theme - the ancient topos of 'The Quest'. The
spiritual quest for self-realisation or God-realisation, which is a commonplace in poetry of
a transcendental nature, is predominant in even the most cursory glance through the
writings of Sri Chinmoy. His prolific output (some 40,000 poems published to date) can in
fact be more easily apprehended as a united life work in the light of the topos of the quest.
Whilst reading for a selection of poems it became clear to me that many poems were
interrelated. Significant patterns of development and convergence seemed to appear to my
mind. Keeping in mind Bennett's proposition that there can be no 'measured sequence'
imposed on these poems13, I nevertheless felt compelled to arrange them in the ascending
pattern of complexity that follows.
Throughout the poetry of Sri Chinmoy I have discovered the three parts of a quest -namely
'Separation, Trial and Return' - become a more complex and integrated journey of life for
the seeker to follow on the road to the highest goal. Because of this complexity, I have
further divided the poems into the following steps:
SEPARATION
1. Evolution of the soul
2. Oneness with the Absolute before incarnation
3. The quest begins
4. Loss of oneness
5. Descent into ignorance/loneliness
TRIAL
6. Trials of a seeker of the truth
7. Despair and loss of faith
8. Descent of God's Compassion
9. Nearing the goal
10. Temptations

RETURN
11. Unconditional surrender
12. Attaining the goal: God/self-realisation
13. Manifestation
14. And beyond14
Sri Chinmoy demonstrates the insights of a self-realised spiritual mystic and teacher in his
more recent very large collections (Ten Thousand Flower-Flames, and Twenty-Seven
Thousand Aspiration-Plants, both published in the early 1980's). However, the poems
chosen here are mainly taken from collections published in the early 1970's, which are not
as overtly instructional and display more obvious literary merits. My intention is to briefly
explore the way Sri Chinmoy has re-defined and extended the normally accepted limits of
the spiritual quest, especially in relation to three American poets, Whitman, Dickinson and
Snyder, who can be seen to take up the thread of the American Transcendentalist tradition.
This poet's prophetic voice represents a challenge to humanity, to re-examine our destiny
in a new light. But as well it throws new light on the complete interdependence of the
relationship between aspiring humanity, and the self-transcending nature of the Supreme
Being.
Through this brief survey of poetry we may glean some connections between the style of
Sri Chinmoy's poetry and his wider purpose of presenting the goal of the transcendental
consciousness. I must emphasise however the scope of this study represents no more than
a minute foray into such a large body of poetic work, not all of which by any means can be
so readily categorised by my own schema of the spiritual quest. The Quest arose as a
natural choice of theme. It contained the study to a small and unified sample, which I have
edited down into a kind of 'reader's guide'. This not only readily admitted the connections
between the cryptic style of language, the surface simplicity and the complex and often
paradoxical attitudes, but also would show some sense of the development and fulfilment
of the transcendental vision as it unfolds from within the poet's own experience.

Separation
Chapter One
In the Introduction we defined the Quest in general terms as a journey of life for the
spiritual seeker towards the goal of God-realisation. To further assist us in our
understanding of this concept, we divided it into three parts -- namely Separation, Trial
and Return. In this chapter we explore the first part of the Quest, the theme of Separation,
through the poetry of Sri Chinmoy using the following motifs which interweave and
overlap throughout the writings.
Separation:
- Evolution of the soul
- Oneness with the Absolute before incarnation
- The Quest begins
- Loss of oneness
- Descent into ignorance/loneliness
In looking at a selection of poetry by Sri Chinmoy, loosely grouped here under the heading
of Separation, we first encounter poems that concentrate on the soul's evolution from the
animal kingdom into the human world. In the teachings of Sri Chinmoy, it is not only the
physical that evolves, but also the soul that is in evolution. The soul as a portion of the
Supreme Being manifests itself in the physical world. The inconscience of the dense
physical plane then intervenes to blanket the soul's actual union with the Divine -- the
Oneness before birth is forgotten, the Quest then begins and so the 'Divine Lila' plays itself
out over millennia.
The first two poems sweep back through past aeons of the evolution of the human
consciousness from the animal, and so are pre-separation in theme. They attempt to infer a
time that is prior to consciousness itself. This is a world of unthinking, wild and
instantaneous gratification; the rhythmical physiological impulse of organic life. They look
back to that past as a time of great slumber, the sleep of unawakened consciousness.
Nevertheless, they also look forward to a future, a time of the awakened divinity in
humanity.

PULSE OF THE PAST
O pulse of the past, I do not need you
To found my reality on earth.
O pulse of the past,
My future dreams
Are growing fast
In my today's reality.
O pulse of the past,
My animal past
Was my destruction-night;
My human past
Was my future dream;
My divine past
Has become one with the immediacy of today.15
This poem uses the simple format of repetition, with a softening alliteration; the pairing of
'pulse' and 'past' giving both a mantric quality and rhetorical tone, as well as affirming a
rhythmic pace through the piece. The image of the pulse emphasises this rhythmic march
of evolution. It infers the scope of aeons, while the rhetorical tone imparts a ringing
emphasis to the opening emphatic denial of any obligation or restrictions by previous
realities. The second stanza softens and opens out the theme with the word 'dreams' and
the rhyming of past/fast. Past, present and future are linked as one continuum, but it is not
until the last stanza that we understand in what manner.
The poem is dealing with an evolutionary scale of being -- a vast canvass -- and speaking
from the consciousness of the eternally evolving soul. The animal past is acknowledged but
cast off as a destructive phase, the compound noun evoking more a sense of the Dark Age
of the soul. Surprisingly, the contrasting parallel is drawn with 'my human past' as
something already outgrown or outdated. This 'future dream' indicates the paradoxical
perspective of the mystic who sees from the highest perspective the aspiration of humanity
to leave its restrictions behind for an ever more perfect vision. The odd syntactical
formulations, however, point to the future dream as already being realised, the growth
through the human phase, into the phase of the divine growth of the soul. The last two
lines reveal a further parallel, prefiguring the endlessness of the evolutionary process after
the realisation of the divine phase: the immediacy of today instigates new incentives. The
movement of the poem from past to present and future imperatives offers the message of
transcendence through the idea of evolution, an epic significance often surprising to
discover in such short lyrics.

THE STORY OF MY COMMON SENSE
When my common sense
Was fast asleep,
I lived in the animal kingdom.
I felt and filled my hungry abyss.
When I surrendered
My common sense to my Inner Pilot,
Peace-sea, sun-world, love-heaven
At long last
Discovered their permanence
In my God-hunger supreme.16
The poetic quality of this verse is simply manifested by the arrangement of lines, and the
development of a musical quality by soft echoes and alliteration. Again, the progression of
ideas from unconsciousness and more primitive satisfactions of the animal world to the
permanence of the higher goal, the longing for the divine, illustrates the epic dimension of
the individual soul's evolution. Here we witness the marriage of ideas in the compound
noun, used to suggest qualities or experiences of the inner life and awakening
consciousness. Any banality of the terms used is banished by the strength of the newly
formed conceptual imagery, particularly noticeable if the poem is read aloud. Enunciated
clearly it slows the pace of the poem and creates an immediate experience like an
invocation: the peace that permeates inwardly, the world illumined, and the haven of a
love free of human ties. Although childlike in their simplicity, these messages form the
clarity of a deeper and purer vision, an inner existence that is at home in the meditative
state of consciousness.
After looking back to the sleep of the unawakened consciousness, the poem explores the
possibilities of the human, and sees that it is only when surrender comes to the awareness
within, to the evolved soul, or what Sri Chinmoy calls the 'Inner Pilot', that real selfconsciousness is possible -- and this is inextricably linked to the 'God-hunger supreme'.
Mankind's relationship with the Supreme Being is never portrayed as subservient or
manipulative, the discovery is of an inner yearning, an incompletion of the self, the natural
progression of the appetite for God-knowledge, so that God is both the goal and the
satisfaction of a need.
Two further characteristics prominent in the tone of the poetry of Sri Chinmoy are the
profoundly authoritative nature that is evinced by prophetic statements and themes, set
against the intimate mood of revelation or personal confidences given. This is evident in a
further example of a poem touching on the evolutionary theme. What appears to be a
childlike dramatisation occurs because of the sonic simplicity of language and tone. Short
words, brief and simple statements, and the use of anaphora, as well as the resonances of
the Christ, all impart a kind of biblical reverberation.

WHY MEN CRY
I tell you in supreme secrecy,
God will become a man,
God will cry like a man.
God will become a man
To see what man needs most.
God will cry like a man
To see why men cry.17
The strength of the repetition and rhetorical accents is reinforced by the image played
around God's Will. The poem is a poignant notation on the lack of knowledge between the
two perspectives, the human and the divine, portrayed without moral tone, but presented
in the light of God's boundless compassion, love and concern for humanity. It places this
prophetic incarnation of the Supreme Consciousness in an empathetic rather than a
judgemental context. The simplicity of the language masks an interesting intersection of
truth and ignorance, need and fulfilment, intimacy and authority. The repetition serves to
impart a reassuring tone in defiance of the modern propensity for alienation and
scepticism from the divine.
Further background on the imperative for the quest can now be finely discerned in the
following three poems:
UNRECOGNISED
Humanity is divinity
Yet unrecognised.
Divinity is reality
Yet unrecognised.
Reality is totality
Yet unrecognised.18
This poem, presented in a triple-tiered epigrammatic form, displays a semantic and
ideational symmetry. Sri Chinmoy commonly uses this form, which serves to give equal
weight to each concept in the statement, while providing a hierarchy of ideas impossible to
resist. The equal number of syllables in each rhyming pair, and the intensifying prophetic
interjection emphasises the weight of each philosophic deliberation. Again, the childlike
neatness of the equations evokes that transparent simplification and clarity of thought
which defies the grandeur of the conceptual analysis -- an analysis which almost threatens
to slip out of cognitive reach at the last, as one slides through the hierarchical scale of
definitions. The rhetorical tone at the close adds to the quite solemn coercion toward this
universal view.
This kind of ambiguity, or merging of identity, occurs also in the following, which
illustrates the interdependency of the quest for both the human, and the divine fulfilment.

MY HEART BECAME GOD
My heart became God
Out of pure necessity.
My mind became man
Out of sheer curiosity.19
The simplicity of the statements and the parallel images defies the complex paradox of
God-becoming and man-incarnating as one entity. The image of the heart paired with God,
and its motivation 'pure necessity', suggest God's own reliance on human progress, while
the mind, paired with man, and the equally weighed motivation 'sheer curiosity' emphasise
the inherent human quality, as well as completing the dizzying circular movement of the
soul's evolution in one form. We are compelled to identify with this speaker, from perhaps
an even higher perspective than both man and God -- from the imperative of evolution
itself.
This brief glance at some background ideas in the poet's work gives some understanding of
how his vision reconciles these notions of creation, and evolution. Having some
understanding of this, it is interesting to go on to the next step, the beginning of the Quest
on earth. The following poems illustrate the decision to leave the Oneness-existence, the
unity of reality, and take incarnation. All these examples demonstrate the often-mantric
quality of the style of Sri Chinmoy.
I CAME
Into the world of beauty's flame,
Into the world of offering's game,
Into the world of lustre-flood,
I came, I came, my existence came.20
This example illustrates the highly figurative language and unique stance of the speaker
looking back on his own birth. These lofty metaphoric descriptions of the world surprise us
and serve to retain nuances evocative of a different, higher level of conscious awareness.
The compound nouns impart the perspective of ephemerality belonging to the
manifestation of the Supreme in the physical world, but also transform our view of the
solid world that we know into something wondrous. 'Beauty's-flame', a vital and dynamic
image of beauty, also evokes the essence of purity; 'offering's game' indicates the game of
life entered into for the dedicated and self-offering it is to God the Creator -- a sacrifice
itself. And again, 'lustre-flood', a much more intense and heightened vision of teeming life
on earth, containing the reference to 'Light', a further dimension of the divine spirit which
moves therein, and creating an impression of a shimmering oneness of consciousness
underlying physical reality.
Musically, the tone of this poem has a descending quality, emphasised by the slowing
repetition of the final line, which mimics a descent from above. This last line also

demonstrates a quiet power, an inevitability in the tone. It alludes to the progress of
humanity through the evolution of the soul -- 'my existence came' -- as though the persona
is larger, the sum of past experiences, as well as future potentialities.
The seeming stylistic simplicity of Sri Chinmoy's lyrics, coupled with the expansiveness of
themes is demonstrated further in the next two examples of the beginning of The Quest.
Spatial and temporal dimensions are suspended in a moment's contemplation on the
threshold of the quest for self.
THE FOREST OF MY HEART
I shall now call myself;
I shall now call.
In the forest of my heart, seeing myself,
I shall love myself and love myself.
I shall be my own quest,
My absolute wealth.
The journey of light supreme will commence
In the heart of freedom.21
In contrast to the commanding tone of I Came, this poem has that self-amorous tone
reminiscent of much mystical and devotional poetry, both the tone and purpose illustrating
an intensely private note of longing. The mood is softened again by a repetition, which
brings a lilting rhythm. The first line repeated, which drops the last word, acquires a note
of poignant tenderness or hesitancy. The repetition of the words 'call' and 'myself', coupled
with the natural caesuras and pauses at line endings produce an ebb and flow reminiscent
of the action of calling itself. The image of the heart as the path for the journey both
reinforces the tenderness as well as emphasising the inner journey, the surrender of all
outer concerns, outer wealth. This journey, and the method of travel, is of an inner
exploration, through love.
Again, the unknown nature of this inner quest is represented tentatively by the use of
'forest of my heart', alluding to the singular, perhaps even untamed and dangerous nature
of such an inner journey, and contrasts with the last line, the 'heart of freedom'. There is
harmony and an almost musical unity, although there are also slight tensions between the
resolution in the statement "I shall be my own quest" and the sweeter tenderness for the
undertaking of this self for enlightenment. The voice of the author reverting to the
universal, entices us to follow the light, to find our own heart of freedom.
It becomes increasingly evident that a major force within the poetry of Sri Chinmoy is
metaphor, but a particular kind of metaphor. The following two poems demonstrate the
different metaphoric levels in Sri Chinmoy's style. Both illustrate a consciousness fully
aware of the lack of innocence in the world, which invokes the inner teaching of the
Supreme through 'silence'.

IN THE UNIVERSAL HEART
In the universal heart all hearts are one,
inseparable, I know.
Yet knowing this I hurt the hearts of others
day and night.
We are all the slaves of fate;
It dances on our foreheads.
In peace sublime is the extinction-sleep of fate.
I know this secret.
O Jewel of my eye, pour into my heart
Your golden Silence.22
Here the poet is demonstrating that knowledge alone is not enough for humanity;
knowledge of the inseparable oneness portrayed by the image of humanity's heart moving
as a unified force. The plaintive cry against the inevitability of human error underlies all
human fate. This inevitability is arrested with the line "In peace sublime is the extinctionsleep of fate." If we consider the syntactical arrangement and the alliteration, which break
the pace here, we find a seduction in their slowed and prolonged sounds -- a way out of the
traps of life, 'the slaves of fate'.
The sonority intimates that this peace is something solid, itself producing the demise of
fate and 'extinction-sleep' is not a violent, self-destruction image but a definite eclipse or
escape, a transformation of this inevitable force. The contemplative mood is often broken
in the last two lines as it is here by an invocation of a rhetorical nature. Moreover, there is
an intricate metaphorical complexity in 'Jewel of my Eye', as the intimate appellation
referring to the Supreme as the Inner Guide, or the soul, which is to be found shining in
the eyes, or the force resident in the 'third eye' of the divine seeker. The use of the word
'pour' lends a tangible reality to this succour, a molten quality to 'Silence' reinforced by the
adjective 'golden', and altogether suggesting something both precious and solid over the
emptiness usually associated with the word. It works very effectively as a mystical
metaphor. The speaker is affirming, as he will over and again, that all of human care is
obliterated only in the silence of meditation.
The theme of silence is again taken up in the following:

CHILD OF LIGHT
Yonder I hear in the depth of my heart
Your nectar-silence.
There shall be no problems,
No complications in my life anymore.
From now on I shall be the child of light
In the ocean of life,
And there my little boat is sailing,
Sailing with enormous delight.
My life is the game of hundreds of waves
In the great ocean of life.23
The compound noun 'nectar-silence' is a key concept here, denoting the profound presence
of the divine, but also something a little out of reach of human sensibility -- perhaps a little
unexpected -- that the Supreme is both an intimate presence, and a little out of reach -'yonder'. In contrast to the previous poem, there is a moderating force in the tempo,
rhythm and mood. The speaker is turning away from the world with its tentacles. The
exhortation has been answered, the first step taken, though the wistfulness in that first
recognition yonder demonstrates a vibration rather than a peal, underlined by the broken
rhythm and half rhyme. Again the idea of 'nectar-silence' suggests a nourishing, a
sweetness and substance; it invites comparison with the idea of nectar as the food of the
Gods, with which perhaps the Supreme is tempting the speaker.
The tone develops with more confidence as the speaker takes up the theme of
enlightenment -- the inspired 'child of light'. And the metaphor of the ocean of life is
extended; this single life as a boat sailing over the vastness of life, but with a newfound
abandon and surrender. The use of the word 'delight' transforms the old idea of a sea of
troubles into something higher, a game of infinite varieties. There is a childlike evocation -an enjoyment of the play in the lyrical expression, it is a momentary illumination: life as a
joyful challenge instead of a battle. In spite of the commonplace and the simplicity of
expression, the poet's attitude here lifts the metaphorical level into the realm of the heart
so that the reader identifies with the universal feeling of the poem. So far the poems
chosen have displayed an almost unconscious awareness of the quest within, whereas the
fourth step in the Separation sequence, -- the awareness of the loss of oneness -- exposes a
more mature seeking, and this sophistication is characterised by the mind's limitations in
view; a perspective here as reminiscent of 'the Fall'. In the following three examples, the
loss of Oneness with God can be seen to develop into the idea of the loss of the real Self.
HIDE AND SEEK
It seems that I have lost something somewhere.
My eyes are pining for it,
My heart is pining for it,
But it is all hidden.
From time immemorial
You have been playing hide and seek with me.
This much I can recollect, that's all.24

Here, the key theme of loss is instantly universalised, the loss is so significant and so deep
that even the eyes are pining, and something deep within the reader's self responds with
recognition and heartfelt sympathy. This blindness suggests the helplessness of the
newborn, or human ignorance that is not even sure for what it seeks. The very soul is in
darkness here, as the eyes are often invoked as the windows of the soul. There is a childlike
vulnerability set against the mischievous, even cruel image of the Creator -- deliberately
hiding all -- the sense of his playing a game with human beings over the millennia of
creation. The final lines impart a feeling almost of despondency at the confusion of
recollecting so little, at such reckless detachment on behalf of the benevolent One.
The rhetorical invocation in this next poem diminishes the vastness of distances in time to
contrast with the present of the speaker, and is juxtaposed with the distance in spatial
dimensions caused by the separation.
ONLY THE OTHER DAY
O Lord Supreme, only the other day
I saw You and played with You,
Before I came into the world of ignorance-night.
Yet I remember my golden past within and
without,
Alas, far, very far, now You are.
The bird of my heart is crying and trembling
with darkest pangs.25
A mystical framework is provided here by the nature of a unified golden past -- an
existence that alludes to a childlike nature of the Supreme playing perhaps in Elysian fields
with the speaker. The poet often uses the motif of the world as the experience of
'ignorance-night' for the soul, a dark experience in comparison with this gold of the other
world, which again places the poem in the epic context for the human journey. The
plaintive quality evident in the last few lines -- 'very far, now You are' -- and the brokenly
punctuated and reversed syntax gives a faltering, uncertain tone. The final metaphorical
trope, 'bird of my heart', the expression the poet uses to denote the inner aspiration, the
soul, here also infers the fragility of the inner life as well as its intense suffering being
separated in this physical world. Yet it also contains the suggestion of its albeit thwarted
capacity to soar above all. The stark image of the vulnerability of the soul as a bird, is made
all the more poignant with the ringing tone and rhyme in the line 'crying and trembling',
emphasising not only inner pain, but 'darkest pangs' of loss and suffering, a physical
impression.

LABYRINTH
A torturous road full of thorns;
At every step I encounter dire obstacles.
No light, no air, only a black shadow
before me.
With a giant body he frightens me.
Alone I walk along an unlit, lightless
labyrinth.
Long have I forgotten where my source is.26
The symbolic image of this lament indicates the psychological dramatisation of the inner
voyage and the blindness of the inner spiritual quest. This inner way is strewn with
difficulties described metaphorically as material obstacles. 'No light, no air' creates an aura
of suffocation, and the personification of a black shadow with a giant body evokes a real
primal fear. The image of the shadow reinforces the idea of the psychological nature of the
obstacles and that resistance to the light is in the physical mind. The alliteration and hard
consonantal half rhymes in the last two lines firstly ring with the echo of footsteps as if on
stone, then fade away with the image of a wanderer, completely separated and alienated.
The innocence of the speaker is highlighted by the alarm of the imagery and the intensity
of the mood created by the use of the sinister in the words 'alone', 'shadow', 'giant', and
'labyrinth'. The distinction of the terms 'unlit, lightless', is quite significant here, referring
to both the outer pathway being unlit, and the inner -- the lack of inspirational or spiritual
enlightenment.
The poet has shown this descent into ignorance, the danger of the human being forgetting
where the source of light, of air, of comfort lies in human endeavour. This journey of the
soul from human birth into the unlit physical plane of existence after separation from the
divine light can be endless and touches on the theme of reincarnation. The following group
of poems further illustrates this descent into loneliness and ignorance on the physical
plane of existence. The use of short lyrics encapsulates a momentary idea or contemplation
with an economy of language and imagery allowing the state of separation in the
consciousness of the speaker to predominate.
TO SEE THE LIGHT
To see the light
A tiny blade of grass
Remains wide awake all night.
To see the light
The buds offer their devoted eagerness.
Alas, neither a blade of grass nor the buds
Can awaken my aspiration-flame.
I sleep and sleep,
My ears tightly closed.27

Here a conceit is used to highlight the speaker's complete lack of inspiration to move
toward the light. The lowly blade of grass and the buds are personified and endowed with a
natural aspiration and yearning, in contrast to the speaker's own predicament. In the
opening image, the key word 'light' is operating on two levels, infusing the simple, lifesustaining necessity of the grass with patient humility and the eagerness of a seeker of
enlightenment; and the buds with the spiritual quality of devotion. The second half of the
lyric presents a complementary and contrasting image -- the speaker locked into himself
and, with finality, eyes and ears 'tightly closed', as if he were the bud, existing almost
stubbornly only in his potentiality, forever without the energising and illumining light. The
poetic quality is in the aesthetic form: the two images fitting closely together illustrate the
complete opposite of what should be -- the absent human aspiration versus even the
instinctive nature of plants to respond to the spiritual allure of light. The compound noun
'aspiration-flame' challenges the notion of passive receptivity of enlightenment, instead
highlighting it to be a conscious, and dynamic experience of fire reaching upward. But the
prevailing image is that of the seeker's worth -- as less even than a single blade of grass to
awaken to this upward movement.
This recalls Walt Whitman, of course, who uses this conceit, the innate humility of grass, in
his Leaves of Grass28, and extends it into a symbol to explore both the multiplicity and the
oneness or unity of the world around him.
Divine am I inside and out, and I make holy whatever I
touch ...
If I worship any particular thing it shall be some of the
Spread of my body.29
D.H. Lawrence has noted the tendency of Whitman's poetry to explore identification,
which I differentiate from the Oneness that Sri Chinmoy comprehends; yet Whitman does
take the open road of experience, 'the soul in her subtle sympathies accomplishing herself
by the way.30' This view of the soul journeying towards accomplishment does coincide with
the themes of Sri Chinmoy, however it does not go quite so far.
I visit the enclaves of God and look at the spheric product
I look at quintillions ripened, and look at quintillions
Green.31
Somehow these lines describe only the observer, a visitor to the realm of God, conveying a
detachment far removed from the intimacy that Sri Chinmoy anticipates in the
relationship.
The theme of the following final poems to illustrate the Separation is that of the difficulty
in reconciling the material world in all its suffering with the perfection inherent in the
divine. The treatment of this theme by Sri Chinmoy makes an interesting comparison with
that of Snyder's 'confrontation' within his poetic exploration of experiences in India.

THE WATERS OF PEACE
In how many ways You have sung
The song of liberation in my heart.
In return You have received only
unbearable pain.
I see all around me the heavy load of poverty
And the slumber of inconscience.
How can I lose myself in the waters of peace?32
The dramatisation here is infused by both an apostrophe and a rhetorical question
addressed to the Supreme, and the plaintive quality of the first lines underlies the pain of
the divine, as well as the seeker, due to his inability to respond to the 'song of liberation'.
The seeker is caught in the ignorance of the human point of view, immobilising poverty; an
attitude only acknowledged by the human, where the poverty becomes a heavy load for the
conscience because it is bereft of the spiritual light or illumination. The 'slumber of
inconscience' evokes a world unwilling to wake or to respond to the Supreme's song of
liberation. The rhetorical question in the final line leaves us with a slightly ambivalent
attitude, the waters of peace being both a plea for this as a resting place, a self-reprimand,
or perhaps an accusation flung at the Supreme, depending upon the force and tone used in
voicing it.
IN THE WILD CONFUSION-MARKET
Suddenly he slipped away
From home
To embrace the life of solitude
And see the Face of God.
He saw God.
Where?
In the wild confusion-market
Of village-ignorance.33
This poem illustrates the coexistence of both God and ignorance in the world, through a
revelation. 'Suddenly' supports the immediacy of the image, and the significance of the
simple situation is to contrast the two paths of spirituality. The easy flow of alliteration in
the first half corresponds to the easy path -- the 'life of solitude' -- turning away from
teeming humanity to find God, while the more difficult conceptual imagery of the
compound nouns illustrates that this very complexity is precisely where God is to be found.
The revelation is that God has to be found in all life, in all contexts -- the transcendental
concept is affirmed.

SALVATION
If you think of sin,
Then you need salvation.
If you think of ignorance,
Then you need liberation.
If you think of oneness,
Then you need God-realisation, Self-realisation.34
Here again the tiered structure of parallel concepts presents the three different world
views of examining 'human error' or 'frailty' as problem and solution. Firstly, the
traditional Western religious view with its allusion to sin, shown now in its modern context
becomes slightly distasteful, negative and old fashioned. By contrast, the Eastern mystical
view of liberation from ignorance, while it represents a much more palatable
interpretation, is still only a middle-step on the ladder. Then there is a significant change
of key, a shift of emphasis in the final view as the poet/Master presents his own solution, a
path which reconciles or even transcends the former two, that of the Oneness of all
existence, which surpasses human moral dichotomies. 'Oneness' transcends the
problematic approaches, the assertion and solution are one and the same. Again there is a
challenge to the reader that cannot be ignored because of the rhetorical structure of the
poem, which once more channels the response back into the heart's contemplation of an
aesthetically pleasing intuition -- to rise above the lower levels for the higher aim of
oneness. The reader can hardly resist the exhortation, claiming as his very own the poet's
philosophy of the one source and Goal of all humanity, in a way that supersedes the past
irreconcilables of religion.
In contrast with the ideas of Sri Chinmoy, Gary Snyder viewed his encounter with India as
a 'Dantean journey into the underworld' and, according to Steuding, interpreted Mother
Kali as a demonic, negative force.35 He suffers a 'shock of recognition' in India's
philosophy and mythology, as 'vast, touching the deepest areas of the mind',36 but
succumbs to the despair of the poverty and the crush of humanity. His poem entitled:
MOTHER OF THE BUDDHAS, QUEEN OF HEAVEN,
MOTHER OF THE SUN; MARICI,
GODDESS OF THE DAWN,
Opens with:
old sow in the mud
bristles caked black
down her powerful neck
tiny hooves churn
squat body slithering
deep in food dirt

And ends with:
she turns her small eye
from earth to
look up at me37
Sri Chinmoy explains his point of view thus: "If we go deeper into ignorance we see it is all
a play of inconscience ... To enter into ignorance is to take a negative path. The best way,
the positive way is to follow the path of light. Enter into illumination first."38
In this section, we have seen how the simple style of the lyrics of Sri Chinmoy masks a
quite complex and consummate poetic skill. The free verse and the cryptic tendencies of
the language, often utilising the techniques of rhetoric and coupled with the mantric mode
of speech, give the diction a most unusual quality of authority. Together with the use of
both linguistic and ideational parallels and equivalences, sometimes tier upon tier, the
poetry has a symmetrical precision, which adds authoritative weight to the revelatory
nature of the subject matter. In other cases, the verse can be looser, relying on a more
contemplative mood or tone for poetic effect. Although I have imposed the complex
schemata of The Ever-Transcending Quest on the poet's work, I hope it will become clearer
as we explore the next chapter -- Trial -- that this is a valid inroad to the understanding of
such a vast body of work that expands our understanding of both spiritual themes and the
human spiritual journey.

Trial
Chapter Two
In Chapter One we followed the development of The Ever-Transcending Quest through
the theme of Separation from the Divine and deepened our understanding of the
philosophy of the evolution of the soul that is expounded throughout the writings of Sri
Chinmoy. The Trial now explores the steps of the mature spiritual aspirant as he is tested,
and the intricacies of the profound inner relationship and interaction with the Supreme
Consciousness.
Trial:
- Trials begin
- Despair and loss of faith
- Intervention of God's Compassion
- Nearing the Goal
- Final Temptation
The motifs I have chosen to study in this chapter are by no means an exhaustive guide for a
seeker in The Ever-Transcending Quest. The subtle relationship between a seeker and his
God can involve many cycles of union, and subsequent falls, extremely high experiences,
with the interplay of human doubts and insecurities. There is also the role of humility, of
sincerity, of faith and, indeed, of gratitude which Sri Chinmoy has on many occasions
stated holds all of the divine qualities. The vastness of the work, as well as the theme,
dictates that some restrictions must be imposed. Nevertheless, we can use the steps of the
Trial to gain an insight into the intensity of love and longing for this final consummation of
Oneness in Consciousness that the seeker is inwardly compelled to pursue.
Many of these lyrics demonstrate a complex and interesting use of repetition, as well as an
artful interrelationship between poems that follow the same theme. There is often a shift in
tone or point of view between poems, or even within a single poem. Some of the lyrics that
describe these steps in the development of the seeker's inner journey illustrate the darker
side of human nature drawn from quite a different perspective. The portrayal of the
'enemies within' by Sri Chinmoy is one of profound insight. He dramatises the confusing
battleground of the forces of man's animal past set against his higher aspirations, and in so
doing shines a light on our particular position in a continuum of human evolution. Far
from accepting that we are now the culmination of millions of years of evolution, Sri
Chinmoy indicates that we have yet much distance to cover, and that the ultimate Goal of
humanity far surpasses our wildest expectations.
The teachings of Sri Chinmoy rest on the idea of consciousness at the core of the self: that
there is a centre of presence belonging to each major part of the being, which will try to
influence or dominate the whole. On a very basic level, the individual can be swayed or
directed by these separate parts or levels of the consciousness. Without delving too deeply
into the philosophical panoply of Hinduism, which outlines the system of chakras or
centres of energy in the body, it does help that Sri Chinmoy has explained these aspects of

the self extensively in his writings. Sri Chinmoy maintains that a human being is composed
of five major parts: the soul, which is perfected and stands at the pinnacle or head of a
family collective. Then follows the heart, the mind, the vital, and the physical body itself.
These parts of the being are subordinate to the soul, and can be characterised in both
positive and negative terms according to their level of development.
Each centre, according to Sri Chinmoy, has an important role to play in life's evolution, as
well as having a more, or less illumined nature, culminating in the soul at the zenith. It is
the soul which is meant to direct or lead the other parts of the being as the soul's
consciousness is directly linked to the One, the highest Supreme or the Universal
Consciousness. However, in practice we do not always allow the soul to lead. For example,
the body consciousness can be well disciplined, or it can be steeped in lethargy. The mind
can be positive and optimistic, inclined toward the intellect, or alternately pessimistic and
negative, obsessed with the mundane. On the other hand, the vital consciousness, the seat
of the emotions, can be the source of both desire, or of aggression as well as being the fount
of dynamism, the driving force in life. Whereas the heart centre, being oriented closest to
the soul, and most influenced by the divinity of the soul, is portrayed as the safest and the
most advantageous place for the seeker to begin his spiritual journey and, indeed, to be
directed forward in life from this safe harbour. This is due to the heart's qualities and
ability to completely identify itself with the higher consciousness of the soul and to become
one with the soul's higher will and purpose.
We can go some way to understanding this model by looking at the following series of
poems taken, I must say, from a vast array of Sri Chinmoy's poetry on these themes. These
exhortations, addressed to God, seem on the surface to be a light-hearted and quite
humorous treatment of that interaction which is really of intensely serious significance to
the seeker facing inner trials. They both portray and illustrate the conflicting elements in
an individual's psyche in a quite revelatory way.
MY BODY TELLS YOU
My body tells You, Lord,
Not to scold me.
My body feels that I need
A little more rest.
I tell You, Lord,
That if I am allowed
To get up at my own time
I shall love You,
I shall serve You,
I shall even glorify You. 39

The inner battle is delineated here with the urging of the body consciousness in its most
unwilling and immovable aspect, lethargy; and it reveals its own inherent weakness, never
to be satisfied. Here we have the strains of a faltering anapest, cut short abruptly with the
emphatic sentence endings in the second and fourth lines. Tension is created between the
exhortations upward to alleviate God's strictness, and the indulgence of the body for evermore rest which brings us down again. The demands of the body appear plausible, yet the
speaker reveals himself to be in thrall to this indulgent persona. The reasoned plea for just
a little more rest, while innocent, childlike, even humourous, rings hollow in light of the
exaggerated promises at the close. There is the plea to the Lord, but also a surreptitious
nod at a wider Self, that self who may wake up several hours later and bemoan the loss of
time perhaps? The use of the adverb 'even' while pointing to the inflated promise, gives
emphasis to the speaker's own self-deception; helplessly caught between the body, and the
necessity of rising for the ritual of worship. The repetitions at the close are ambiguously
reverent and ironical, enticing the reader into self-recognition of human weakness, and an
inevitable complicity for the need of a divine scolding in a neat circular motion.
SCOLDING IS NOT A HEALTHY EXPERIENCE
My mind tells You, Lord,
To scold me in private
If You really have to.
I need not tell You, Lord,
That scolding is not a healthy experience
For the one who scolds
Nor for the one who is being scolded. 40
Again, here as the mind is separated from the true self it is revealed as the culprit, but
there is also the recognition of our complete and unconscious identification with the mind.
As the surreptitious tone unfolds, we recognise that the mind can be crafty. The point of
view becomes self-illumining, as this propensity for trickery or treachery in the mind's selfjustification is plotted alongside its plea for discretion. We have to suspect the persona,
which aims to avoid any kind of exposure or humiliation at all costs. Indeed, the
insinuating tone, appealing through its misguided reasoning, emerges ironically as an
audacious reproach to God Himself. The mind is betrayed in the self-serving final line,
placing itself and God on equal terms in this amusing exchange. We are left with an image
that slips between the pompous, and perhaps a little handwringing at its own effrontery.

SCOLDING DOES NO GOOD
My vital tells You, Lord,
Not to scold me.
I know I always do something wrong,
But when You scold me
It does me no good.
After all, who has changed his life
By being scolded?
No one!
Therefore, love me, Lord,
Love me even more,
Especially when You are tempted to scold me. 41
The appeal from the vital here reveals the histrionics of a wild and unbridled child. Under
the mantle of the simple, childlike language is the most marvellous play of this wilful and
unrepentant part of the being, "After all, who has changed his life / By being scolded?" The
demanding and recalcitrant nature of the vital predominates, and its reasoning illustrates
the futility of any kind of chastisement in order to assuage and deflect responsibility. As it
appeals to God for His infinite Compassion, the vital reveals its own intransigence, and we
must witness and recognise the limitations of our own occasional stubbornness.
This series of poems slowly builds for us a defined, characteristic pattern of each part of
the inner being and how they can influence and even manipulate us. The poet, by taking
the reader through these first three stages, has forced an impasse by undermining the
authority of the body, the mind and the vital. To whom, then, does the reader appeal for
guidance, or what part of the inner self can be trusted? Sri Chinmoy then makes a
comparison with the level of the heart-consciousness. As we are led into the heart's
offering we observe in its plea a complete change of tone, and being the last poem in the
group, it adds considerable weight to the message. To the reader, the heart's appeal seems
a clear contrast in its openness and honesty, and its impact is quite profound.
MY HEART TELLS YOU TO SCOLD ME
My heart tells You, Lord,
To scold me when I do anything wrong.
What both of us want from my life
Is perfection-delight;
Therefore, Lord, scold me.
I deserve it; I need it.
My sense of perfection
Badly needs it. 42

The striking contrast in tone produces an immediate impact on the reader of the sincerity,
humility and higher authority of the heart. By engaging the reader in the former selfrecognition of a hierarchy that is deficient in its devotion, the poet elicits our
acknowledgement of the heart's capacity as the superior authority on the inner path to
enlightenment.
It is the heart, closest to the purity and the integrity of the soul, which is demonstrated as
the only reliable and safe guide. In addition, the poem closes on the only note that is likely
to kindle the Compassion of the Supreme. This adds to the weight of the superiority of the
heart and its supremacy over the other parts of the inner self.
The strophic structure turns the theme back on the opening idea of the necessity for the
situation -- the divine scolding; and the satire on rhetoric is thus put to good use in these
pieces, evoking human sympathy at the same time as it is indicating a higher, more
illumined point of view. Furthermore, the use of the term 'scold' takes on increasingly
more significance through the series, developing from undertones of a harsh parent, until
by the end it is the compassionate indulgence of a lenient guide, deftly supplanting
outdated religious ideas of God as judge or punisher of human error with the idea of God
as helper or facilitator on the path to self-knowledge and perfection.
A great deal of Sri Chinmoy's poetry can be read as an extended exhortation to the reader
to "know yourself". Sri Chinmoy emphasises the extent of our ignorance about the inner
worlds within us in this excerpt from his lecture "Know Thyself":
Atmanam viddhi - Know thyself. Each individual has to know himself. He has to
know himself as the infinite, eternal and immortal Consciousness. The concept of
Infinity, Eternity and Immortality is absolutely foreign to us. Why? The reason is
quite simple. We live in the body, rather than in the soul. To us the body is
everything. There is nothing and can be nothing beyond the body. The existence of
the soul we consider sheer imagination. But I assure you that the soul is not
imaginary. It is at once the life and the revelation of the Cosmic Reality.43
Sri Chinmoy further explores the theme of the mind as an obstacle to be distrusted on the
inner journey in the following short poem, which is full of challenge to a Western
sensibility that has been taught the 'man of science' is the pinnacle of civilisation:
NEVER BELIEVE WHAT YOUR MIND SAYS
Never believe what your mind says.
Your mind is a liar.
Never believe what your mind says.
Your mind is a beggar.
Never believe what your mind says,
Your mind is secretly digging your grave.

Never believe what your mind says.
Your mind tells you that God is somewhere else,
That God is someone else other than you. 44
Sri Chinmoy uses his favoured technique -- a group of related emphatic statements,
aphorisms that explore and delineate the mind's limitations, each level building on the last
to a final illuminating point. At first, the reader might react with surprise and even alarm:
'a liar', 'a beggar'? These are strong and confronting statements, for almost all of us identify
quite closely, indeed indiscriminately, with the mind as the self. Nevertheless, the insistent
and compelling repetition is seductive and, by the third stanza, 'secretly digging your
grave', we begin to be drawn into doubt. We are invited to recognise, albeit reluctantly, this
negative propensity of the mind, the uncertainty and vacillation, the fears and anxieties
that wear us out, worry us 'to death', the 'nails in the coffin' as it were. We recall our own
experiences with the often-perplexing dilemma of being in 'two minds' and we are perhaps
ready to hear the speaker out.
The close of the poem then achieves an easy triumph. Having been compelled into a gentle
admission of the mind's continual dialectic as self-limiting or self-defeating, we are now
presented with our own real self, the divinity within. We have learned as children that 'the
Kingdom of Heaven is within'; we are called back to this truth in spite of the mind's critical
tendency to reason it away. This final appeal is both aesthetically pleasing and of
inarguable clarity -- that we are in fact God, and it challenges the reader to a re-appraisal
of the 'self', by bringing him out of the mind, and into the higher vision of the poet. The
mind can now be seen for what it is, one of the trials to be overcome: the trial of self-doubt.
The reader is led back to the instinctive feeling of a truth that can only be perceived
inwardly. It is both affirmation, and revelation combined.
Sri Chinmoy's extraordinary rhetorical power is illustrated further in the following poem.
The reader is again enticed into a new awareness of the divine by a confrontation with the
human weakness of fear. The mind's fear becomes another significant trial in the seeker's
inner journey towards the truth of his real nature.
I AM AFRAID OF BEAUTY
I am afraid of earth-beauty.
It is nothing but ugliness.
I am afraid of Heaven-beauty.
It seems it is all-devouring power.
I am afraid of God-Beauty.
It tells me that it will eclipse
My long-treasured individuality. 45

Oddly enough, the solemnity of tone is undercut by the emerging timidity of fear itself,
which is inherent in the repetition. As we progress from the certainty and rejection in the
opening, 'It is nothing but ugliness', to the interpretation of 'It seems', to the final note of
distrust of the persona 'It tells me' at the close, we begin to see an abstraction, an absurdity.
The attitude of the speaker illustrates a point of view that is simultaneously aware of a
higher point of view, but keeps withdrawing from it through fear. The compound noun
'earth-beauty' framed between fear and ugliness is constrained. It brings us up short when
we expect to soar at the splendours of the creation itself. This juxtaposition through the
eyes of fear illustrates the faltering human steps and misapprehensions of the spiritual
vision by focussing on the timid and negative.
Nevertheless, the oft-quoted view of the world reality as ugly is too simplistic, ungenerous
and pessimistic here. We have to mistrust this persona. Again, the vision presented as
'Heaven-beauty' proposes another level of existence, a glimpse of the beauty of another, an
ethereal world of the immortal soul, but the image is rendered incongruous by the
attributed 'all-devouring power'. We are once again questioning this stance with our own
confidence that Heaven must be a benevolent power. The antithesis of 'God-beauty' is also
envisioned through the persona of fear. This fear of the loss of individuality expresses one
of the innermost insecurities common to humanity, fear of annihilation. However, there is
a simultaneous call to another inner instinct of humanity for unity, for enlargement. The
tension between the two viewpoints snaps and we respond by recoiling from the
limitations. We recognise our own weaknesses, we also recognise the challenge to fear as
an undignified and unworthy motivation. It is an open invitation, indeed a challenge to put
aside fear and aspire to the ideal of oneness on a heroic scale.
The reader here is once more compelled to summon his or her own inner depths of faith in
the search for a real and deeper truth. This key technique of leading the reader constantly
to appraise and reassess his own inner spiritual assumptions and responses recurs over
and again in much of the poetry. It is only apparent by extensive reading of the work just
how persuasive and influential on the psyche of the reader this can be.
The trial now enters another level: as ignorance and alienation overcome the seeker, he
enters into the dangerous territory of despair and loss of faith. It is again of interest to
recall Snyder's verse here, particularly those poems he wrote after visiting India, though it
would seem that Snyder's observations have their genesis more in a political context. He
says, "It became clear that 'Hinduism' and 'Buddhism' as social institutions had long been
accomplices of the State in burdening and binding people, rather than serving to liberate
them."46 The following lyric by Sri Chinmoy, however, addresses the unknowability of the
Divine in purpose and intention, emphasising the limits of the human point of view in the
midst of darkness:

BEYOND MY IMAGINATION
In the temple, in the mosque, there is no light.
How can I believe that this is what God wants?
How can God allow His children to be helpless,
Orphaned, lame and destitute?
I know not.
It is beyond my imagination. 47
Here we can also find anguish and despair, but no underlying bitterness, as in the
assumptions of Snyder. Instead there is as well as perturbation, a humble acceptance, even
wonder. Initially, there is disbelief, and we can feel a painful railing against the seeming
injustice of God's detachment. Then, in his lament, the poet must surrender to the
unknowable. The two simple statements at the end, with their brevity and finality, ending
with the word 'imagination', somehow give the piece an open ending, swinging between
despair and vaster, uncharted realms. Is the poem pointing a finger at this despair, or is it
simply indicating the unfathomable divine purpose?
Read in this order, the poems lead us with deepest feeling into the seeker's decline, and
this next poem reflects on the knowledge of loss in the inner world. It seems to be
expressing the seeker's overwhelming anguish and puzzlement at being found bereft of his
usual companion of faith:
I KNOW NOT WHY
My mind suffers badly
Because I do not invoke You.
Alas, I cry and weep.
Insufferable are my pangs,
Yet I know not why I do not long for You. 48
The seeming simplicity of this lyric disguises a more formalised anguish. Again we are
removed from the mind, the mind is the sufferer, and yet the language offers an
unparalleled depth of heart-feeling. The archaic cry 'Alas', the long syllabic 'Insufferable',
and the vibration of 'pangs', which are then organised around the seeker's reticence, echo
the helplessness and hopelessness of his inability to fathom why there is still no longing.
We can read between the lines and see that for the seeker, it is the longing in itself that will
bring relief; therefore, his intransigence is all the more pitiable. This formality is
emphasised in the syntax of the final line and recalls other poets who have used this
distancing device. Emily Dickinson writes:
After great pain, a formal feeling comes -The Nerves sit ceremonious, like Tombs -The stiff Heart questions was it He, that bore,
And Yesterday, or Centuries before? ... 49

We can see here that same cavern of emptiness and inertia. The following lyric by Sri
Chinmoy also illustrates a haunting message of the seeker's despair presented with a series
of rhetorical questions. Their imploring tone tails off wistfully at the close without
resolution.
BY WHOSE TOUCH
By whose touch does the lily smile
And open its beauty-bud?
Whose moonlit beauty
Do I see in the lily?
Who is the Eye of my eye;
Who is the Heart of my heart?
Alas, then why do I not see Him,
His Face of transcendental Beauty,
Even in my dreams? 50
In the opening image the relationship between the lily and the moon is portrayed with
poignant and ethereal beauty -- the moon being an expression of the divine animating
quality of light, and the lily responding by blossoming with a satisfying smile. This intimacy
portrayed between a simple flower and the divine is then contrasted with the seeker's
corresponding lack; an inconsolable alienation from this source of love. The longing for
intimacy -- the divine touch -- imparts an envious hunger to the speaker. The simple
presence and instinct of the life-force in the lily contrasts with the complicated fluctuating
presence and absence in the human seeker; but the surpassing beauty of the divine is
withheld. It not only admits of the perception of the divine in the human, but also of the
divine as the perceptor; God and human as One, "Who is the Eye of my eye; / Who is the
Heart of my heart?" The plaintive cry at the close places the lily back into unconscious
nature by accentuating humanity's conscious aspiration and search for divinity. However,
at the same time we understand the futility of expecting to apprehend the divine through
the reason of the mind or even of the senses. We are left with the impression of
helplessness, grasping at straws, at the mercy of capricious dreams.
The ultimate expression of the fall into despair is attained in the following poem. Although
it speaks indifferently of the loss of faith and direction, the point of view is undercut by a
subtle self-irony at the close.

I HAVE NOTHING
I have nothing.
I have nothing to show or tell.
I have no spirituality, no worship,
No meditation, no adoration;
Nothing.
Around me are only inner pangs and
frustrations,
Dust, clay and ash.
I am satisfied with the world of
matter and desire.
I am compelled to be satisfied with little,
very little.
I have nothing. 51
Paradoxically, the enveloping structure and short, sharp repetitions seem to express both
dread and defiance in the face of the seeker's failure in the spiritual quest. The emotionless
phrasing draws us into the undertone of stress to the point of paralysis. And yet the seeker,
when turning back to the secular world of matter and desire, and forced to compare it with
the wealth of the spiritual life of worship, adoration and meditation, must find it wanting.
It is the world of matter and desire, which are characterised as the 'little, very little' at the
close. The low pitch and cutting sense of rhythm and assonantal half-rhyme, express the
overwhelming sense of loss as a cry from the abyss. The chanting tone gives emphasis to
the oblivion caused by the loss of spiritual aspiration at this level: 'I am compelled ...'
illustrates both a position of stubbornness as much as a position that has been forced onto
the seeker; he is cornered. The spiritual life, strewn with pain and failure, has been put
aside. There seems no way out. Yet there is still a sense that this seeker is not really
satisfied with the dust, clay and ash of a faltering spirituality.
This poem illustrates the seeker at his lowest ebb. The 'Dust, clay and ash' gives us a
powerful impression of the bitter taste of failure. It is now that the Grace of the Supreme
Being must intervene to once again motivate the seeker. This intervention of the Supreme's
own Will allows the seeker to realise and experience divine Compassion before the quest
can be continued. This is not, however, a passive stage by any means. As the lyrics
illustrate, there has to be a complex interaction between the seeker and God the Supreme
to overcome despair.
The descent of divine Compassion is characterised by the following two poems. As an
expression of interior meditations on the nature of divine Compassion, they effectively
bring forward the humility of the speaker like an action and its subsequent response. Sri
Chinmoy again uses a simple metaphorical trope to expand the language into metaphysical
expression. The inner experiences on the threshold of the highest human achievement of
the divine, as here expressed by the poet, take the reader empathetically upward to a new
level of awareness, both of the power of humility, and of the nature of the relationship with
God.

WAVES OF YOUR SMILE
If and when I think that I shall not
invoke You any more,
I shall not even look at You,
But shall keep my eyes shut
And thus derive happiness,
I see You touching my eyes
With the waves of Your Smile.
I know not, Beloved, how and why
You are so close to me today.
Perhaps all this is just a mistake. 52
Here we witness the seeker at his lowest ebb, shunning aspiration itself. The petulance of
the child, eyes tightly shut, and stilted tone of the opening, blossoms into wonder as
despair gives way under the confrontation with the image 'waves of Your Smile'. This
metaphorical expression is commonly used by Sri Chinmoy to characterise a
communication from the Supreme; and suggests both a permeation, as of radio waves, as
well as a palpable interaction. The image of the touch of the eyes with the waves of God's
own Consciousness seems to have the effect of magically opening them to the Light. It
captures for us the rapturous encounter with divine Grace.
The seeker is seen to respond simultaneously with humility, surrender and bewilderment.
The slow movement of syntax, postponing the main clause, mimics the re-awakening of the
seeker's spirit. As it builds up to the powerful image of supreme Compassion, the artificial
resistance of the opening is transformed into the intimate acknowledgement of
endearment and mystery at the close. Human nature, just as apt to ask 'what have I done
right?' as 'what have I done wrong?', can never fathom this divine Grace.
It is interesting to note that both Whitman and Snyder also use the symbolism of the sea as
an aspect of God's presence, its liquidity serving to characterise the permeation of
consciousness or peace. Snyder's poem, "Burning Island" makes an interesting comparison
here:
O Wave God who broke through me today
Then, as it slips into a series of word associations, it seems to lose its intimacy,
Gods tides capes currents
flows & spirals of
pool & powers 53
While behind the vision of Snyder is the idea of Oneness, he is more often concerned with
the social order, and gets caught up in the outer world, rather than the inner. Molesworth
makes a note that Snyder's vision is actually limited by his reformist function,54 while, in
comparison, Sri Chinmoy is more interested in communicating a vision of God which is
both deeply intimate and expansive at the same time. In this next poem, Sri Chinmoy

illustrates that the battering a spiritual seeker receives from a sceptical and negative world
can actually be softened and diffused by the descent of divine Compassion.
YOUR COMPASSION-POWER
When I am insulted,
When I am humiliated,
You strengthen me with Your Compassion-Power.
You come to me carrying the dawn in Your Hands
To replace my life of sorrow.
My heart's secret tears
Create endless sufferings in Your Heart.
I know one day You will come to me;
Therefore, today everything that I have and am
Is dancing with joy. 55
This experience of compassion is portrayed as interactive rather than passive; the blessing
producing the response of strengthening the seeker to be an effective agent in the world.
Life is renewed and even replaced, 'You come to me carrying the dawn in Your Hands'.
How can the reader ever fathom the mysteries that the Supreme is giving the seeker here?
The beauties of the universe, the creative life-force itself is hinted at, as the Supreme
comes with humility, with His All, to give to the seeker in exchange for his 'life of sorrow'.
The human dimension is transported out of the insignificance of a modern philosophical
context, as an individual in a meaningless universe, and carried into the realms of the
divinely heroic. In this poem, God becomes the servant in His own Divine Lila, and the
tears of humanity are not separate, but God's own. The form of the poem -- short, sharp,
self referencing lines, alternating with longer lines indicating God -- gives an unusual
rhythmic outreaching effect, and confirms the extra dimension that has been given to the
seeker by the presence of the divine in his life. The poem ends on a note of quivering
optimism for the union to come.
The following lyric on compassion also touches on some of the keystones of Sri Chinmoy's
more Eastern philosophic teachings: of reincarnation, the evolution of consciousness, and
of God and man as equal partners:

I BUTCHERED YOUR IGNORANCE
When I thought I was the doer
Of all my deeds,
I turned to mist,
I died.
I became the emperor of giant failures.
My soul came to the fore,
Consoled my visionless ignorance.
God made His Appearance supreme "You fool, be not wedded to impossibility's
lifeless beauty.
I waste not a leaf.
I butchered your ignorance wild for you
To equal My Transcendental Throne." 56
These short, emphatic statements of confession by the human speaker at the opening seem
feeble and are in stark contrast with the power and colour of the speech of God at the close.
Here we see the strongest and most startling expression of man's delusion: firstly that he is
alone, and secondly that only he is responsible for his actions. Here we witness the
refutation of existential man, containing the visionless ego, who becomes 'the emperor of
giant failures' when divorced from his divinity. Even the choice of the word 'emperor'
recalls that greatest of conquerors who seemed to overreach himself in the end. God finally
comes forward to ordain man with his raison d'Ítre.

In fact, God states emphatically that it is absurd to think of the two as separate:
"impossibility's lifeless beauty", as though man were indeed simply a body of lifeless clay
without the divine animating force.
As with many of these poems, the particularity of the poet's own experience is blended
with the universality of the lyric 'I' with which the reader identifies. As the poem
progresses into an intimate and powerful reprimand by God, the reader participates in the
ensuing transformation, becoming aware of the height of his own Goal in all of humanity's
destiny. This is a strong example of Sri Chinmoy's consummate lyrical process of
organising the experience from each different perspective into an experience of growth
and illumination.
Elsewhere in his writings, Sri Chinmoy emphasises that the soul is divine, the soul is the
representative of God the Supreme, and that the Supreme can and does speak through this
vessel. Over and again we witness Sri Chinmoy taking great pains to update these ancient
Vedic truths for Western sensibilities, that human beings need to recognise the reality of
their divinity and the One Consciousness that we share:
"Man and God are eternally one. Like God, man is infinite; like man, God is finite.
There is no yawning gulf between man and God. Man is the God of tomorrow; God,
the man of yesterday and today." 57

So we see in the former poem the different levels of the being delineated: firstly the initial
recognition that it is the Supreme who is living and acting through the physical
manifestation of life on earth; that the Supreme is ultimately both the doer and receiver of
all actions and consequences. This is a common theme in the ancient Hindu writings,
indeed it is the fundamental lesson of Krishna's lecture to Arjuna on the battlefield of
Kurukshetra in the Mahabharata. Secondly, that the key to the pathway of transformation
is the soul, the Inner Pilot as Sri Chinmoy terms it, and God's spokesperson as it were.
Thirdly, the reference here to Kipling, 'I waste not a leaf',58 in which Sri Chinmoy recalls
the kernel of his own philosophic truth of the reincarnation of souls for the evolutionary
process. Finally, inherent in the pronouncement of God, is that familiar thread that it is
God who is guiding the Cosmic Game, that He is the one who has raised humanity from the
animal world, and will be the one to raise humanity into the next level of evolution, to
equal His own Consciousness. It is an extraordinary achievement in such a short piece.
With the operation of divine Compassion, the seeker is now able to make faster progress in
the Trial towards his goal of God-Realisation or Self-Realisation. The following group of
three poems is chosen to illustrate the state of the seeker as he once more begins his
journey, aspiring towards spiritual union with his Beloved. They demonstrate the poet's
skill with a language that is not his native tongue, with simple direct statements, expressing
this new faith and assurance on the inner journey.
THE DARK NIGHT
The dark night has at last ended.
I have now seen You
Inside the depth of my heart.
I do not know what magic abides inside me.
Around me is the desert,
Yet I am not parched with thirst. 59
The poem's strength is in its calm and considered acceptance, as if after a long storm.
There is also a humble expression of wonderment at the realisation that the divine goal, the
prize is actually near, indeed to be found within. It intimates this revelation with quiet
certitude. The poem acknowledges a partial enlightenment that there is indeed magic
within. In addition there is the allure, the promise of the unknown depths yet to be
discovered. The eternal and recurring motif that what man seeks is himself is restated with
a new emphasis, a new simplicity, and all else is relegated to the desert. At last for the
seeker, here is a truly thirst-quenching, fulfilling knowledge. Again I quote from Sri
Chinmoy's philosophic writings where he indicates that this attainment of the highest is by
no means a passive action, but instead relies upon an intricate relationship between human
aspiration and divine revelation:
"Who is God? God is an infinite Consciousness. He is also the self-illumining Light.
There is no human being who does not own within himself this infinite
Consciousness and this self-illumining Light. God is not something to be obtained
from outside. God is that very thing which can be unfolded from within. 60

The next poem also beautifully illustrates the poet's simplicity in expressing these tentative
forays into illumination and into a state of union with the highest consciousness:
THE SWING OF DELIGHT
Hope-river flows, hope-river flows.
In the lap of the unknown
Is the river of smile.
At every moment I cry and weep with hope;
Again, it is I who dance with my Lord
In the swing of delight. 61
The imagery here is so strongly characterised -- hope as a flowing river -- it induces the
heart of the reader to leap. After the drought of despair, the reader can both visualise and
participate in the experience of the release of tension into the flood of the Infinite
Consciousness. The divine Being characterised as a river of smile, the associations with the
purity of water, the flowing nature of consciousness, blend into the notes of happiness, and
unbridled joy. The seeker is carried along on this river of hope, after the long and bitter
struggle, into a realm where delight swings us into the air. The lap of the unknown, with its
tones of a maternalistic or paternalistic aura embracing the child, gives us an image of a
divine Parent playing and dancing with us. Bennett62 often notes that Sri Chinmoy
formulates a new mode of expression to characterise these unfamiliar states of the higher
consciousness, a form so simple that it belies its scope.
In comparison however, the following poem illustrates a more mature and emphatic
assurance of the meeting place between the seeker and God that is to come:
OUR MEETING PLACE
O Lord, my Master-Love, how far are we,
How far from ecstasy's silence-embrace?
Heavy is my heart with sleepless sighs and pangs;
I know my bleeding core, our meeting place. 63
This lyrical invocation expresses a dramatic, meditative plea to the Supreme from the
seeker nearing the end of his journey. The tone is impatient with anticipation, as the seeker
has already claimed his 'Master-Love'. In the marriage of these two terms, Master is
softened, and love is validated; Love becomes the Master and the metaphor for God-union
and the promise of blissful fulfilment. A state, constant but not static, is evoked by the term
'ecstasy's silence-embrace', and a deepening, uplifting movement is imparted to the image.
The pace with its steadiness and stresses in the centre of lines produces an inexorable
rhythm. There are further syllabic delays in the third line, which break the cadence and
accentuate the feeling of heaviness, of plodding. The final emphasis of the last line
illustrates the length and difficulty of the journey, implying the courage and heroism of
battle, 'my bleeding core' an image alluding as much to the violence of the inner
transformations as to the grief of separation. The mood of the speaker, however, betrays
his impatience and implies that God Himself may be holding back.

This suspicion of a deliberate delay is clearly voiced in this extract from another poem, one
that portrays the divine Mother as the Godhead, which is more of an Eastern philosophical
trope rather than the Western preferred Father figure:
How long more shall I cry, Mother?
How long shall I cry
In a dark room alone, loving You?
You know my secret thoughts,
You know my heart's eagerness.
Why does dark death torture me every day?
How long will you delay, Mother?
How long will You delay? 64
We have to ask now, what more does the Supreme demand of the seeker? What is the
reason or the grounds for the Supreme to delay that final gift of the ultimate union? In this
next poem is the portrayal of what can be viewed as a final step in the Trial series, the
theme of temptation:
LOVE IS THIS, ALSO LOVE IS THAT
Love is the road that leads
Our souls to union vast.
Love is the passion-storm
That sports with our vital dust.
Love's child is emotion-flame.
Love's eyes are freedom, fear.
Love's heart is breath or death.
And love is cheap, love dear. 65
Here we can find a contrast being set up between divine and human love, and the
distinction is quite sharply delineated. The simple opening statement refers to love as the
path to God-union, of each individual soul with its higher Source. However, the subsequent
aspects of human love are drawn in a disjointed and more poignant way: the 'passionstorm' of love; the overwhelming nature of passionate human love, that 'sports' or toys with
our feelings -- something that seems not only ephemeral, but out of control; and the highly
suggestive use of the word 'dust', evocative of the ruins or remains in the wake of a storm
or fire.
The elaboration in the second stanza confirms this emerging unequivocal view by the poet
that it is human love that emerges as deceptive, transient. 'Love's child', the inevitable
consequence is 'emotion-flame', a mere chimera. Both impart images of immaturity,
something that flares up intensely and dies out quickly like a passing childish tantrum. The
enticing semantics following, 'freedom, fear', juxtapose these contrary but simultaneous
dispositions, and again 'breath or death', intimate its risk and possessiveness, or fulfilment
and denial. The final line seems to clinch this sobering delineation of love in the poem, the

illusion that love can be bought and sold, not returned, or even discarded. The curtain is
drawn back on the capriciousness and uncertainty of the human love relationship. And yet
there is also a hint that divine love itself does not come too easily or too cheaply in the
human quest for the ultimate love.
The need for human love is in many spiritual traditions the strongest and most trying
'temptation'; we recall the Lord Christ's Temptation here. In The Quest it is meant to avert
the seeker's gaze from the highest goal, the final prize, and here we see its limitations. It is
exposed as conditional, belonging to the physical world, tied to our life's limited breath and
therefore destructive in its possessiveness compared to the eternal union to be found with
the Divine. The throwaway last line refers us back to the slightly flippant note of the title.
As a definition poem it recalls the technique of Emily Dickinson, who often plays with
paradoxical images in her definition poems;
Experience is the Angled Road
Preferred against the Mind
By Paradox -- the Mind itself -Presuming it to lead
Quite Opposite -- How Complicate
The Discipline of Man -Compelling Him to Choose Himself
His Preappointed Pain -- 66
Experience here is 'Angled', alluding to both angular and tangential; as well as perhaps
pre-ordained rather than thought out or planned by the mind, for the mind always believes
itself to be sovereign. Dickinson illustrates here those grey areas of the mind, where the
mind convinces itself it wants the opposite 'pains' and perhaps we learn an unexpected
lesson. Perhaps the final stanza intuits a definition of the law of karma as suggested in
Eastern philosophy: that it is the soul that is really sovereign, and the soul that chooses.
The experiences of life are, in fact, pre-ordained.
Although the following poem can be placed either before or after realisation in the Quest, I
have used it here to interpret and characterise another temptation for the spiritual seeker,
that of the call of the secular life:
THE BOAT OF TIME SAILS ON
The sky calls me,
The wind calls me,
The moon and the stars call me.
The green and the dense groves call me,
The dance of the fountain calls me,
Smiles call me, tears call me.
A faint melody calls me.

The morn, noon and eve call me.
Everyone is searching for a playmate,
Everyone is calling me, "Come, come!"
One voice, one sound, all around.
Alas, the Boat of Time sails on. 67
The charm of this piece lies in the repetitious structure of the fantastical call to come and
play, from every corner of existence. The world with its myriad charms, even the seduction
of humanity's endless joys and sorrows. All is animated with the inner light of
consciousness itself and the allure is magical, for yes, we are all 'searching for a playmate'.
However, it all melts into the speaker's conscious awareness of the unity, the oneness of
existence and hence he is compelled to resist. The seeker's imperative is to disengage from
the beauty of multiplicity so to speak, and recognise his own pressing duties in the face of
time and the Goal in the Cosmic Game.
One final poem illustrates the dangers to be had in the temptation of settling for fulfilment
in any one aspect of existence available to the human spirit and again here we revisit the
structure of our own inner hierarchy of being:
VISION-SKIES
The body
Loves to be swayed by the wind of emotion.
The vital
Loves the prickings of desire.
The mind
Loves the confines of the finite.
The heart
Loves to be in the galaxy of saints.
The soul
Loves the life of unhorizoned vision-skies. 68
The five-tiered hierarchy of the self, as Sri Chinmoy characterises it, is set up in such a way
that a rhetorical question must silently be formed by the reader -- who do I identify with
here? Each part of the inner being seems to be struggling for supremacy; even the heart is
shown to have its limitations, satisfied with 'the galaxy of saints'. The ever-striving and
transcending nature of the soul shows the highest vision and the most perfect harmony to
be achieved. Humanity's nobler aspirations, always declining to be confined, naturally
gravitate towards the freedom of 'unhorizoned vision-skies', the limitless nature of the
soul. In the following Sri Chinmoy further explains his immeasurably profound insight into
the mystical inner life of man and again implores us to open our eyes to the hidden
meaning of life:
"Deep inside us there are seven lower worlds and seven higher worlds. We are
trying to transform the lower worlds into luminous worlds, worlds of perfection,
and, at the same time, we are trying to bring the higher worlds into outer
manifestation. Some of the higher worlds we already see operating in our physical

world, on earth. First comes the physical, then the vital, then the mind, then the
plane of intuition or the intuitive mind, then the overmind and the supermind.
After the supermind comes Existence-Consciousness-Bliss -- Sat-Chit-Ananda. If
you know how to observe them, you can see that some of these worlds are already
functioning in you." 69
In reality, these lyrics can be seen as a series of vignettes of the inner life, each one the
expression of a momentary intuition of far reaching consequence, with not a little
significance for Western understanding of spirituality. In Bradbury and McFarlane's work,
the comment is made on Modernist lyrics that "are given by a slow underground process of
psychic development, often only discernible in retrospect. To write a series of lyrics is more
like keeping a spiritual diary than anything."70 This seems an apt description of the lyrics
of Sri Chinmoy.
In this chapter, the organisation of the poetry has charted an inner journey of the
individual spirit through trial, both apparent and concealed, while at the same time
enlarging and illumining the scope of The Ever-Transcending Quest for the highest
Consciousness. I feel the series as it is organised here, illustrates that the poetry has much
more significance as a body of work than any single poem taken alone can reveal. The
cumulative effects of the techniques of the poet, in such archaisms as rhetoric, repetition
and revelation, work as a strong force compelling the reader to further investigation of the
adventure of The Quest, and their own inner responses to the revelatory philosophical
content.
As the reader follows the development of each step in The Quest, so he is called upon to
make ever-deeper responses to the literary materials he is presented with. The literary
materials themselves become more complex and demanding with each layer, especially in
the next section, the Return, and, therefore, are more insistent upon a more complex
response; a response that may entail challenging many previously hard-won ideas and
beliefs. In any case the lyrics have such a compelling power that the reassessment is often
made surreptitiously, automatically, in the reading. As Barthes has observed, the reader is
"a changing ensemble of social and aesthetic values, attitudes and forms of
consciousness".71
Within the framework of the poetry of Sri Chinmoy, as Bennett notes, "In some poems, the
effort of comprehension itself would seem to signify a kind of spiritual growth."72 Of
course in the mythology of the quest, the archetypal hero must return home with some
kind of treasure, or transformation through knowledge that will in turn be of benefit to
those around him. In the next and final section -- Return -- I will explore in the poetry the
attainment of the goal of God-realisation or Self-realisation by Sri Chinmoy, the ultimate
spiritual fulfilment, and what the poet indicates as its significance for all of humanity.

Return
Chapter Three

The previous chapter - the Trial - began an exploration of those steps that a spiritual
aspirant must endure to break through obstacles and overcome human failings before
union with his Beloved can be attained. Here, in Chapter Three, we finally come to the
poet's work which seeks to describe the experience of that Union. This is the culmination of
the spiritual quest and through the final topics we witness how the English language,
hewn by the divine Poet, portrays the exalted states of fulfilment and blissful absorption
into divine Consciousness.
Return:
- Unconditional surrender
- Attaining the Goal: God-realisation / Self-realisation
- Manifestation
- Beyond
As we all can recognise from our favourite stories, the archetypal protagonist in quest
mythology is frequently sent or compelled to venture on a journey, overcome trials of
courage and endurance, win a treasure, secret knowledge or powers, and return with a new
wisdom which will elevate him or her above the ordinary human being. In the evertranscending spiritual quest portrayed in the writings of Sri Chinmoy, we can recognise
many of the recurring motifs of quest mythology. These universal motifs may take on a
deeply personal layer of significance as they resonate with our own individual quest for
identity and purpose. They may even lead us to speculate on humanity's true hidden
purpose and destiny. Indeed, we may ask if humanity's spiritual quest for its own inherent
divinity is actually the archaic prototype for all quest traditions, stemming from past aeons;
a deep unconscious aspiration for a lost unity, which is even now still unfolding.
In this final chapter, I wish to show how Sri Chinmoy illustrates and documents his
philosophy that the ultimate key to God-realisation or Self-realisation is unconditional
surrender to the Inner Pilot or the Will of the soul - that part of the Self that is in actual fact
a tiny portion of the Absolute Consciousness. We have seen that the challenge is to
distinguish that inner voice from the myriad of others clamouring for predominance - the
mind, vital, physical and so on. The writings of Sri Chinmoy give us an exceptionally rare
opportunity to explore the final attainment and expression of union with the highest
consciousness, the true Self. In addition, through Sri Chinmoy's lyrics we can trace how he
has approached and overcome the problem of using the medium of the English language to
express this lofty state.
I believe that the oracy evidenced in much of the poetry of Sri Chinmoy arises from his
ability to create pieces in entirety. Sri Chinmoy often wrote or dictated his work from a
meditative state, explaining that he was simply engaged in 'bringing down' the message

from a higher realm. Across the span of time he was based in New York, some 43 years, his
poetry changed and became more free, economical and aphoristic in style. This gift,
coupled with the almost timeless and sceneless nature of the verse, serves to highlight and
emphasise the internal nature of The Quest. This in turn lends itself to the backdrop of the
universal, and frames the individual experience in epic dimensions.
In this first example, "Hope-Blossoms", we begin to see the spiritual aspirant coming to an
understanding of the necessary steps towards unconditional surrender:
HOPE-BLOSSOMS
All my hopes will be blossomed like flowers
When I learn the language of surrender.
When I do not burn myself
In the fire of desire,
And when peace is desired by my restless mind,
Then my life will grow
Into the flower of beauty divine.73
In this brief lyric the poet suggests that surrender itself is a relatively foreign concept to
humanity. Indeed, it is a subject as large as a new language, something that has to supplant
the relentless reasoning of the mind and transcend the myriad wants of the life of desire.
The image of blossoming flowers, yoked to the impulse of hope, inspires the imagination
and contrasts starkly with oft-times destructive desires and the restlessness of human life:
"When I do not burn myself/In the fire of desire". Temptation now has to be transcended
by the seeker. This consuming image of self-immolation is in stark contrast to the
surrender that moves us towards a state of peace for the restless mind. The seeker is poised
momentarily between the ordinary struggles in life and the life of 'beauty divine'. It is clear
that the restless mind and vital consciousness must of necessity join in the quest for the
highest prize. However, it is not the indignity of a slave's surrender to a master that is
envisaged; it has be understood that surrender entails a less developed part of the self
surrendering to the highest, most illumined part of the self. The sustaining image is that
the poverty of human life will be supplanted. The seeker is growing into his divine nature,
for as Sri Chinmoy frequently affirms: "God is our most illumined part. We cannot separate
God from our existence."74
In the following poem, we witness how much the seeker is willing to sacrifice to attain
surrender. As Whitman used the idea of flight to characterise the soul - "I fly the flight of
the fluid and swallowing Soul" - Sri Chinmoy uses the metaphor of the soul as a bird in
flight, in some inner sky, mimicking the feeling of the aspiration or upliftment of the heart
in meditation:75

Break asunder all my hopes.
Only keep one hope,
And that hope is to learn
The language of Your inner Silence
In my utter, unconditional surrender,
In Your clear and free Sky I shall be calm
And perfect.
The bird of my heart is dancing today
In the festival of supernal Light.76
The seeker's mood here seems one of desperation. He invokes God as Power, imploring
God to sunder all, to sever even all the fragile human hopes of ambition, ego and ignorance
that separate them. The small human notions of how we can aspire to reach God by our
own efforts have been discarded. The phrase 'utter, unconditional surrender', evokes an
image of complete inner submission, almost annihilation, to achieve an absorption of the
personality. It is a call for a complete separation from the ego. It brings to mind sacrifice,
but again it is the sacrifice only of the lower nature, a divine transformation to reach a
higher perfection. And with this relinquishment, the final boon of freedom can be attained.
To be absorbed into the unknown 'Silence', the clear and free sky of the Supreme Being,
seems paradoxically both a terrifying and compelling prospect for the subject of the poem.
Yet, we see the inner being rejoicing at the prospect of the prize and we join the jubilation:
the final image of expectation anticipates a celebration of the Light 'supernal'.
It is worth digressing to a short definition poem that meditates upon the nature of 'Silence',
which Sri Chinmoy uses to profile the lofty realms of the Absolute Being:
SILENCE SPEAKS, SILENCE LEADS
Silence is not silent.
Silence speaks.
It speaks most eloquently.
Silence is not still.
Silence leads.
It leads most perfectly. 77
The poet plays on the idea of silence not as an absence or emptiness, but rather as a
substance, a benevolent communication, a movement. The term 'eloquently' suggests a
delicacy and mastery in the state of Nirvana, the higher state of meditative fulfilment. This
state is sometimes caricatured to our Western sensibility as static or comatose. For Sri
Chinmoy, it is a state of wisdom, dynamic as well as ecstatic, more fecund and profound
than we can envisage. Furthermore, this substantive silence has definite metaphysical
qualities of intent, of leadership, inferring the eternally revealed truth, hence subtly
revealing the omnipotent, omniscient Being who permeates all. It is interesting to note that
Sri Chinmoy often uses the term 'fulness' to describe that ineffable feeling of the Supreme
inside us, a presence rather than an absence, satisfying, expansive and complete. This
exposition of the 'profile' or personality of the Divine is often drawn in delightful and
surprising ways in the writings of Sri Chinmoy and will be revisited later.

In the next example Sri Chinmoy plays further with the paradoxical nature of the state of
surrender for the speaker:
A MYSTERY
Whatever appears to leave us
Actually does not leave,
Whatever appears to stay with us
Actually does not stay,
Nothing remains.
Everything is a mystery
Of constant gain and loss. 78
This is a restatement of the paradox in different ways; a contemplation, which illustrates
the wonderment, bafflement, even amusement of the speaker. His deepening mystification
over the state of being he is experiencing illustrates to us the shifting sands of the notion of
the self. Impossible to paraphrase, one can only move around the peripheral intimations:
the expected loss of individuality, freedom, limitation or even materiality itself, is actually
reversed in surrender. The unreachable - liberation - is the prize won, yet is it actually only
rediscovered? This poem strongly evokes the ineffability and unknowability of the divine
Will and purpose, particularly in relation to surrender.
The metaphor of life as a sea journey is a thread in literature that comes down to us from
ancient times, employed by writers ranging from the Stoics, through to the
Transcendentalist tradition and into the modern era. It is also utilised extensively by Sri
Chinmoy, who portrays the Supreme Consciousness or God, as a Boatman, steering the
seeker towards the Goal. Walt Whitman also uses this metaphor, portraying the 'cheerful
boatmen' rowing across time. It is as much a metaphor perhaps for the lives that have gone
before, hinting at cycles of evolution:
Immense have been the preparations for me ...
Cycles ferried my cradle, rowing and rowing like cheerful boatmen.79
In the following poem, Sri Chinmoy extends the metaphor:
O MY BOATMAN
O my Boat, O my Boatman,
O message of Transcendental Delight,
Carry me. My heart is thirsty and hungry,
And it is fast asleep at the same time.
Carry my heart to the other shore.
The dance of death I see all around
The thunder of destruction indomitable I hear.
O my Inner Pilot, You are mine,
You are the Ocean of Compassion infinite.
In You I lose myself,
My all in You I lose.80

The metaphor of the sea journey for Sri Chinmoy perfectly encapsulates the human
spiritual quest. The Supreme Being is the boat, the vessel, as well as the Boatman, the
Inner Pilot inside man and the destination, the Goal itself. The 'other shore' is that haven
where the heart will be fulfilled at last. All these images are blended into one to symbolise
the 'Ocean of Compassion infinite'. The Supreme Consciousness is not only permeating all,
it is All. As the seeker finally becomes aware of this sublime ocean of Consciousness, he
partakes of an interaction, the gift of divine Compassion. Thus, he escapes the
disintegration and entropy of the death-in-life dance of the ordinary, the mundane and
potentially destructive world. The self, which had been trapped in a repetitious dance of
forgetfulness in death and forced to begin the journey to self-consciousness again after
each re-birth, is finally absolved. The restatement at the close is a dual affirmation for the
surrender of the capacities and the ego of the seeker, and the subsequent assimilation of
man into God.
The following poem also suggests that the descent of Compassion is an integral part of the
interchange between the seeker and the divine, but, by contrast with the dramatic portrayal
in the former piece, this is a more tender and intimate portrait.
THE MESSAGE OF SURRENDER
Today You have given me
The message of surrender.
I have offered to You
My very flower-heart.
In the dark night with tears,
In the unknown prison-cell of illusion,
In the house of the finite,
No longer shall I abide.
I know You are mine.
I have known this, Mother,
O Queen of the Eternal.81
In this example, we see the poet using the characteristic Eastern invocation of God as the
Mother, with its context of the sweetness and intimacy between mother and child. It
becomes apparent here that the 'message of surrender' has originated with the divine as a
form of Grace that is bestowed upon the seeker. The lines 'In the dark night with tears/In
the unknown prison-cell of illusion/In the house of the finite' not only signify the world of
human suffering and limited vision, but also the suffering that ensues for the individual
seeker in his separate physical form, apart from the divine. The prison-cell of illusion
alludes to the maya, the deception of the physical world, whereas the 'house of the finite'
describes the frailty and brief mortality of the human body. The Mother, the 'Queen of the
Eternal', in Her divine aspect of Compassion has showered Her blessings in the form of
surrender itself. It is She who has wrought this miracle, bestowed the message that guides
the way. The hard-won realisation is understood, "I know You are mine', and yet again
there is that sense that this was always known at some level. Once more we witness the
paradoxical exchange, that it is the Supreme who will bestow the surrender before the self
can be offered and before the divine in turn can be felt, realised and regained.

This exchange of capacities between the Mother and child, the Divine and human, is an
intrinsic feature of the philosophy of Sri Chinmoy, emphasising in turn the equality and
interdependence of both. It is this perfect, selfless love and trust between the parent and
child that is held up as the emblem of the divine relationship. This simple reality, perhaps
eternally known, recalled and revealed, is not only attainable by all, but inevitable, as Sri
Chinmoy takes great pains to assure us over and again:
TWO HOPES OF GOD
Two hopes of God:
Man will take His place,
Man will give Him rest,
Eternity's rest.82
The next step in The Quest is the ultimate one, the pinnacle of spiritual and mystical
experience. It is the expression of realisation itself. In the following series of lyrics Sri
Chinmoy invites the reader to witness the culmination of the seeker's journey. The Goal is
at last irrevocably won, and the reader can stand with the poet on the verge of this
revelation as he attempts to express the inconceivable beauty of this, the highest spiritual
union. As Dr. Bennett has noted previously, any expression here must remain a severe
understatement of the actual experience of God-union. Sri Chinmoy joins his forebears
from many mystical and literary traditions who have dared to 'point a finger at the moon'.
His style and poetic technique have been noted by critics to have much in common with
the language of Krishna's teachings in the Bhagavad Gita, tones possessed of the same
certainty and emphatic authority that are found in the traditions of Indian 'wisdom'
literature.83 The enchanting appeal, power and beauty of the lyrics of Sri Chinmoy are
heightened by the deliberate understatement and the poetic techniques employed.
BEYOND SPEECH AND MIND
Beyond speech and mind,
Into the river of ever-effulgent Light
My heart dives.
Today thousands of doors,
Closed for millennia,
Are opened wide.84
The imagery here is carefully controlled; the jubilation understated; the emotion kept just
below the surface. However, the words themselves seem to speak out with an explosive
power on the vastness of the experience. The first line pushes against our intellect. Then
'Into the river of ever-effulgent Light' we tumble, rushing headlong over the words as
though caught in the current ourselves. In the intensity of that leap of the entire being, we
have a sense of falling, diving, becoming immersed in the incandescent fluidity. Then a
change of speed and tone arrests us briefly as this breathtaking accomplishment is
surveyed, and we stand open-mouthed and speechless at the implications. 'Today' echoes
through thousands of doors; the knowledge of millennia is before us.

The quiet power of this imagery is evident from the implied 'Infinity' opening up before us.
We are dazzled by the characterisation of the supreme Consciousness inferred here by the
radiance of 'ever-effulgent Light'. It is an image of heroic and divine proportions, and yet
the extraordinary impression to be found at the close of this mighty achievement is one of
humility. The speaker steps back and disappears, leaving the reader to partake of the
achievement, the quiet elation of man standing on the threshold of eternal revelation, of
aeons spread before him as a feast. Although this language appears clear and simple, the
ideas are densely concentrated and philosophically evocative. Many of the previous steps
in The Ever-Transcending Quest are implied and the poet conveys the experience as the
culmination of a long, intricate process of evolution, both personal and universal.
In the following poem, Sri Chinmoy has used a more formal metrical structure, alternating
four and five-foot iambic lines, thereby enhancing the gravitas.
REVELATION
No more my heart shall sob or grieve.
My days and nights dissolve in God's own Light.
Above the toil of life my soul
Is a Bird of Fire winging the Infinite.
I have known the One and His secret Play,
And passed beyond the sea of Ignorance-Dream.
In tune with Him, I sport and sing;
I own the golden Eye of the Supreme.
Drunk deep of Immortality,
I am the root and boughs of a teeming vast.
My Form I have known and realised.
The Supreme and I are one; all we outlast.85
The speaker's tone, formalised and elevated here by the metre, begins to enter the realm of
the heroic dimension of human experience. The mantric nature of the verse thrums like a
heartbeat from the very first line. With its short syllables and chanting pace, it assumes a
weight of majestic authority throughout. Impetus is added with the image of the 'Bird of
Fire' elevating the reader suddenly with the movement of flight, of unconstrained speed
and freedom. The stark beauty and majesty of the image lights the imagination. The entire
impression of the uplifting movement seems to inspire a corresponding feeling in the
reader. In the second stanza the union with God is established as an experience of
Oneness; being absorbed into the Light. The single 'Eye of the Supreme' infers that the
third eye, the eye of knowledge is now open. This image recalls the words of the Lord
Christ that 'the Light of Your Eye' shall flood the entire body with divine Light.
The timing and rhythm, the slower four-foot line, and then the faster pace of the five-foot
line, create an elegant tension that is highly suggestive of the ability now gained of stepping
back and forth between the finite human and the infinite divine perspective of the theme.
Specific images work powerfully to evoke the scope of the spiritual quest: the 'secret play',

God's 'Game of Life'; 'Ignorance-Dream' recalling the buffeting sea of human illusion in
which we dwell. The fluctuating rhythm in the final line of each stanza with its pause and
trochaic substitution, have the affect of arresting our attention so that we may appreciate
the enormity of the achievement being surveyed. The opening of the final stanza gives a
strong impression of the immensity of feeling, a reeling as of drunkenness, whereas the
following line indicates the metaphor of man as a tree, both of the earth and yet capable of
stretching upward into an unknown sky, the 'teeming vast', again emphasising that
outward, expanding notion of higher realms.
There is a sense of completion in the final line, the quiet and simple statement of the
significance of the mortal human consciousness attaining the Immortal. It is not attaining
God the Power that is being celebrated, but the enduring nature of God the Supreme
Player in His own Cosmic Game.
The following poem is another example of the paradoxical wordplay Sri Chinmoy uses to
explore the idea of union with the Divine:
O Supreme, my Father-Son,
Now that we two are one
And won by each other won,
Nothing remains undone.86
This poem marries spiritual ideas from two great traditions: the idea from the Upanishads
of the lover and the Beloved, the knower and the Known as interchangeable; as well as the
Christian allusion to the Father-God and the Christ-Son being one entity. Sri Chinmoy's
lyrics often do this so effortlessly, bridging philosophical divides and illuminating the
underlying truths of universal spiritual dimensions. As described by Dr. Bennett, the
combination of rhyme and rhetorical wordplay in this poem mirrors the experience of
envelopment, "Its completeness is unassailable ... theirs is a mutual inhabitation."87
The following poem also gives us a glimpse of existence in that higher realm:
I SING BECAUSE YOU SING
I sing because You sing.
I smile because You smile.
Because You play on the flute
I have become Your flute.
You play in the depths of my heart.
You are mine, I am Yours.
This is my sole identification.
In one Form You are my Mother
And Father eternal,
And Consciousness-moon, Consciousness-sun
All pervading.88
The union of God-realisation is characterised here by overlapping images of song, then of

smile, each state of the Supreme calling up a similar ecstatic response in the speaker. The
imagery alludes to portraits of Lord Krishna playing upon his flute. God is portrayed as the
Supreme Musician and the poet/seeker as the instrument in order to illustrate the idea of
total surrender to the Will of God. However, the image is also suggestive of children both
playing with innocent delight. The poem moves from delightful praise of a personal
Companion-God, through the intimacy of identification and then to a contemplation of the
infinite aspects of the Divine Being, as Father in the West, Mother in the East, containing
the dualities of purity and dynamism, justice and compassion. The rhythm accompanies
the theme by opening with quite lively, short, stressed lines, gradually entering longer and
more intricate patterns until the final line stretches into an endless, mesmerising syllabic
structure - 'Consciousness-moon ... All pervading.' It is a stunning completion and we are
left with the impression of sound ringing across the solar system, or light expanding as the
speaker relinquishes all identity to become the child of Light.
The following poem, "The Absolute", is one of Sri Chinmoy's most celebrated expressions
of the mystical union with God.
THE ABSOLUTE
No mind, no form, I only exist;
Now ceased all will and thought;
The final end of Nature's dance,
I am It whom I have sought.
A realm of Bliss bare, ultimate;
Beyond both knower and known;
A rest immense I enjoy at last;
I face the One alone.
I have crossed the secret ways of life,
I have become the Goal.
The Truth immutable is revealed;
I am the way, the God-Soul.
My spirit aware of all the heights,
I am mute in the core of the Sun.
I barter nothing with time and deeds;
My cosmic play is done.89
Alternating four and three-foot iambic lines, rhyming abcb, give a measured sense of
completion and solidity of form. Again, the extraordinarily stark impact of the lack of
personality, allied with a sense of ubiquitous 'presence' is everywhere apparent, giving the
poem an acute euphonic cohesion. When a reader enters into the poem by reading it aloud,
the oratorical impact is majestic. Dr. Bennett suggested that the rhetorical mode may well
be man's natural choice of speech under certain spiritual stresses or conditions.90 It is
evident that the integrity of form here is perfectly in harmony with such absolute terms 'realm of Bliss', 'Truth Immutable'. The exultation and triumphant tones are held in

balance by the simplicity of statements: 'I face the One alone / ... I have become the Goal'.
The profound assertion 'I am the way, the God-Soul' brings dramatically to mind the
spiritual achievements of other Masters. It is striking in its artless sincerity, revealing to us
an entirely revolutionary possibility, that this state is indeed attainable in our lifetime, and
in such a way that we witness the inherent realisation through eyes of both awe and
humility.
A reconciliation of the small 'I', the ego, which has been held suspended in the opening
lines, purified, illumined and divinised, then melts into the ultimate image of fusion in the
final stanza: 'mute in the core of the Sun'. In this simple designation of the absolute state of
Eternal Consciousness, the self has been extended into pure Being, and the final lines
emphasise that the wealth of time and eternity, mortality and immortality, the finite and
the Infinite have been integrated. There is no further need for speech, no more bartering
with karmic consequences, 'time and deeds'; the end-game, the cosmic game has been
resolved forthwith. The force and profound assurance of the speaking voice which here
stems from the tones of incantation inherent in the formalised grammar and syntax is
irresistible. The peace and ecstasy of the heights of God-union are merely hinted at by the
imagery and sounds of the internal rhyme: "A realm of Bliss, bare, ultimate ... A rest
immense I enjoy at last." We are invited to finally witness and contemplate the mysteries of
life laid bare.
In discussing "The Absolute", Alan Spence commented that "poetry described as 'mantric'
actually evokes the qualities it describes", and he goes on to relate the experience of a
Scottish writer, Tom McGrath, while reciting this poem. The writer was attempting to
illustrate the failure of English to express a 'peculiarly Indian sensibility'. He was
subsequently shocked to observe the exact opposite result of the experiment:
The words sprang from my lips and sounded in the room with an authority that was
awe-inspiring. It became clear that we were listening to a voice speaking from the
absolute pinnacle of human experience, and speaking directly from it. By the time
we reached the closing lines, we were both dumbfounded. Not only had we heard a
great poem, but we both felt we had been in the presence of a consciousness the
nature of which filled us with the deepest humility and reverence.91
Again it is a profound example of how the lyrics of Sri Chinmoy can affect the reader,
enlarging our comprehension of what is possible, drawing us up into the experience of the
higher consciousness ourselves.
Of the Transcendentalists, I feel it is Thoreau, the self confessed 'mystic, transcendentalist
and philosopher' who best understands the seeker striving for union with God as our
destiny, and its implications:
Then idle Time ran gadding by
And left me with Eternity alone;
I hear beyond the range of sound,
I see beyond the verse of sight, --

I see, smell, taste, hear, feel, that everlasting
Something to which we are allied, at once our
maker, our abode, our destiny, our very Selves; ....
It doth expand my privacies
To all, and leave me single in the crowd.92
Thoreau is sensible of the Oneness of being, the inner worlds beyond and the promise of
union with that eternal consciousness, in such a poignant way that places him alone in his
time, yet he knows his limitations, the distance he has yet to cover in the journey:
I would give all the wealth of the world, and all the deeds of all the heroes, for one
true vision. But how can I communicate with the gods who am a pencil-maker on
the earth, and not be insane?93
The receptivity of the Transcendendalists in the 19th century was remarkable. They
positioned themselves outside religious restrictions and sought to break down the
narrowness of their era. It would be interesting to surmise whether this was a necessary
step in the evolution of the collective consciousness of America for, after all, it is the
supreme Consciousness that is evolving in and through the human. Those who came later
and attempted to 'place' them in religious contexts were perhaps missing the point.
Although we are speaking here of an experience that goes beyond intellect, even beyond
being classified as religious, it also seems too dismissive to relegate it to the 'metaphysical'.
Whilst the Transcendentalists were effectively beginning to break down the restrictive
barriers of religion, Sri Chinmoy has gone beyond such barriers. His knowledge demands
that we see the advent of the higher consciousness in our lives as completely practical,
inevitable, and, in fact the opposite, its suppression as negligence or even a kind of
madness! What becomes clear from this point is that there need never again be any
intermediary standing between the Lord Krishna and his sannyasin, the Lord Buddha and
his devotees, the Lord Christ and his followers. We simply need to own and claim that Bird
of Light, the Inner Pilot in our own breast.
As I mentioned at the outset, I have imposed my framework of the Quest, the separation,
trial and return upon the writings of Sri Chinmoy for my own purposes. What will be most
astonishing to understand now is that we must turn this entire journey of the Quest so far,
on its head! The steps of The Ever-Transcending Quest in the poetry of Sri Chinmoy have
been a useful device to illustrate the journey of life toward enlightenment for the seeker,
and as a kind of blueprint for humanity. However, it must be stated that the poems were
not written in this order. In fact, Sri Chinmoy wrote many of these, the highest of his Godrealisation poems, as a very young man in the Sri Aurobindo Ashram in Pondicherry, India.
Sri Chinmoy recounts in his writings that he was no more than a youth when he regained
his occult powers and knowledge of previous spiritual incarnations. In July 1944, at the age
of twelve, after both his parents had passed away, he entered the Sri Aurobindo Ashram,
and at the tender age of thirteen achieved the heights of his God-realisation.94 He
explained his early experiences were like 'revising a book' that he once knew very well. He
recounts many stories from his teenage years: his vision of the cosmic goddess Saraswati

who came to him and played her vina, then smashed it to pieces and threw them into him,
signifying that she had given him her musical abilities. Another recounts his story of 'the
Lord of my own heart' emerging from his heart as a breathtakingly beautiful, luminous
golden boy, to speak with him. Another tells of the cosmic god Agni, his magnificent golden
appearance and form and how it changes due to the way people perceive him; and of
Agni's power, compassion and significance in the world.
Here is an extract from his account of an experience at the age of fourteen,
"Whenever I had the opportunity, I flew to the edge of the ever-blue sea and took
my seat there in solitude. My bird of consciousness, dancing slowly, rose to the sky
and lost itself up there.... I drank deeply of Ambrosia and was floating on an
illumined ocean. It seemed that I no longer existed on this earth."
However, he explains, something suddenly put an end to this experience, and he began to
feel it was all a useless childish dream, and he could not even go on with life, when:
"A sudden flash of lightning appeared over my head. Looking up with awe and
bewilderment, I found above me my Beloved, the King of the Universe looking at
me. His radiant Face was overcast with sorrow. 'Father,' I asked, approaching him,
'what makes Thy Face so sad?' 'How can I be happy, My son, if you do not wish to
be My companion and help Me in My Mission? I have, concealed in the world,
millions of sweet plans which I shall unravel. If My children do not help Me in My
Play, how can I have My Divine Manifestation here on earth?' Profoundly moved, I
bowed and promised: 'Father, I will be Thy faithful companion, loving and sincere,
throughout Eternity. Shape me and make me worthy of my part in Thy Cosmic Play
and Thy Divine Mission'." 95
It could be regarded as well nigh impossible to assess either the spiritual achievements or
other accomplishments of such a figure as Sri Chinmoy, unless one has the same height of
spiritual accomplishment and awareness. Nevertheless, the maturity is evident for all to
see and feel in the poetry. Later of course the simplicity and sincerity is evident as well in
his illumining talks and lectures, plays and stories which all serve to guide us back into the
heart consciousness. Reproduced below is the earliest known draft of "The Absolute",
written around the age of 25 years, and almost exactly corresponding to the final version
that he published in New York in 1972:
No mind, no form, I only exist;
Now ceased all will and thought.
A final end of Nature's dance
I am It whom I have sought.
A realm of bliss ultimate, bare;
Beyond both knower and known.
A rest immense I enjoy at last;
I face the One, alone.

I have known the secret ways of life,
I have become god-soul.
The Truth immutable is revealed
I am the way, the goal.
My spirit aware of all the heights,
I am mute in the core of Sun.
I barter nothing with time and deeds
My cosmic play is done.
So few changes! It was not necessary for Sri Chinmoy to work and re-work over his drafts.
It would be reasonable to assume that the transcendental accomplishment of Sri Chinmoy,
as found in his lyrics and other writings, stops here at the highest achievement. After all,
the 'Goal is won', the God-realisation attained, and his 'play' he claims is done. Is this not
the point at which the Master removes himself from the real world, and becomes a recluse?
Sri Chinmoy received an inner command from his Beloved to go to the West at 32 years of
age, after spending 20 years serving his spiritual community, writing and deepening his
spiritual achievement. This would have been no small undertaking for one who had spent
almost his entire life in a sheltered spiritual community. Obediently he accepted this
directive from his Inner Pilot. This 'little Indian village boy', as he called himself, began an
extraordinary adventure in one of the most intense and cosmopolitan of modern cities,
New York, in 1964.
Baffled at first by the West, he took the guidance of his Inner Pilot at every step. And these
steps led to his life's work, the manifestation of his light and realisation. It was an
extraordinary mission. He simply began by pouring his light out into the world. His Inner
Pilot inspired him to fill every waking moment with writing, painting, composing music,
entering the physical world of sport, travelling to every corner of the globe to meditate with
those who felt inspired by his presence. He became, in effect, a divine ambassador.
Never ceasing to write poetry, Sri Chinmoy expressed the manifestation of his achievement
in such a myriad of ways and so profusely it will no doubt confound future generations. His
comment to the critics was that quantity and quality were both necessary. He developed
and extended his talents into many and diverse activities, both as an inspiration to
humanity to transcend its limitations by tapping into the hidden power of the inner life,
and as a way of making concrete the higher spiritual realities.
In his poetry, we can discern and follow this imperative to illustrate and articulate the
Supreme's Will through the now perfected human instrument:

WHERE
Where Peace once sang
I became my Father's flowing Grace.
Where Love once sang
I became my Father's glowing Face.
Where Truth once sang
I became my Father's master Race.96
The poet is here beginning to reflect on the end result of his realisation - the miracle of the
achievement of the highest knowledge. He uses a semantic and phonetic paradigm to
elaborate on the very complex transformations that have taken place on the spiritual level
to illustrate his multi-level experience. The analysis of the lyrics is difficult: the poem is
enigmatic, indeed. We can try to ponder the possibilities: is it that the speaker was first the
recipient, and then becomes the bestower of divine peace, love and truth?
S.R. Levin may offer a guide to poetic analysis in this instance: 'the poem generates its own
code, of which the poem is the only message - the syntagms generate particular paradigms
and these paradigms in turn generate the syntagms in this way leading us back into the
poem.'97 Perhaps the best response we can make, and the instinctive one, is to respond
with the heart.
It is with that quiet voice, confident, assertive, that Sri Chinmoy gently states the paradox
that the human and the Divine are one and explores the inevitability of this destiny for
humanity. If we revisit the idea of the quest, where the traditional hero must return to
society with some kind of benefit or prize, it is easy to equate this with what Sri Chinmoy
terms 'the fruits of realisation'. Often he stated that some seekers manage to touch the tree,
others climb up to the top of the tree, and still others climb down again to share the fruits
with humanity. The latter, is what he calls 'manifestation'. It is possible that no other
Master has spent so long and worked so arduously to establish such a permanent imprint
of this higher light.
One of Sri Chinmoy's significant aims through his creative expressions is to provide
instruction for his disciples. Sri Chinmoy's extensive writing; 22,000 mantric songs; and
many thousands of paintings, which can be used as mandalas for concentration and
meditation. Taken as a whole, they detail every step of the seeker's journey and map the
realm of inner experiences. In addition, extensive question and answer series have been
published which cover a vast range of topics from the highest spiritual perspective. His
major volumes of poetry include the Ten Thousand Flower-Flames series and TwentySeven Thousand Aspiration-Plants. Much later in life, Sri Chinmoy began the SeventySeven Thousand Service-Trees. Targeted towards the sadhana of the spiritual aspirant,

many of these poems fall into the classifications of the rhetorical modes: 'Docere',
'Delectare' and 'Movere'. Sri Chinmoy was able to fully identify with the hearts and minds
of his students, and every joy and sorrow, triumph and failure they experienced along the
way. In return, he offered his inner strength and wisdom:
If you have a disturbing thought,
Then come to me.
I shall give you my challenging will.
If you have an impure mind,
Then come to me.
I shall give you my pure heart.
If you have an uncomely body,
Then come to me.
I shall give you my beautiful soul.
If you have an unsatisfied life,
Then come to me.
I shall give you my satisfied God.98
This poem appeals on a deep and personal level to the 'dis-ease' of our modern life: our
disturbed thoughts often arising from the daily bombardment of our mind with worldly
impurities, or our constant clamouring for distraction, for satisfaction. They are contrasted
with the strength and dignity of the poet's promise: "I shall give you..." The reader is
reassured by his measured and honest offering of solace, refuge and succour. It is the
tendency for a downward inflexion at the end of each second and third line, mirroring the
rhythm of ordinary speech and repetition that gives this poem a tone of quiet assurance,
confidentiality and deliverance. Here then is our sanctuary and a means to our own peace
and fulfilment. We have a direct sense that these are not inflated promises, an instant fix,
nor are they for everyone indiscriminately. The emphasis is always on the subordinating
conjunction "If", the supposition that there are some who find life wanting. Humility
shines through the choice of expression. We are encouraged to open our eyes to what it is
possible to receive from a Self-realised master, the God-representative who is accessible if
we so choose. Our lasting impression is of a 'satisfied God', an appealing but also
revolutionary notion for us to consider, as we have often been taught to view God as one
who finds us wanting. Sri Chinmoy often displays great humour and sometimes irony in his
expression of the dilemmas and paradoxes facing the spiritual teacher, largely because
such a personage can be so often misunderstood or dismissed in the world. This is one such
example:

ALTHOUGH
Although I teach, I am the cap of fools;
Although I love all souls, a fiend am I.
I am not strong, yet for the weak I fight;
At will I sell myself and myself I buy.
At every pause my life I contradict.
To me are ever the same all truths and lies.
To me the earthly beings and He are one.
We fly in His Bosom vast, in us He flies.99
This poetic meditation on the dilemmas facing the master of spiritual attainment begins
with a lighthearted lament, and then builds towards a contemplation of the inevitable
interdependence of the human and the divine. There is a weight and even-tempered
nature to the paradox, emphasised and echoed by the even break of the caesura in each
line, and the cadence of the speech. It is impossible to paraphrase effectively, yet like
Sisyphus we are impelled to try: is this the teacher's stance when he knows that he will be
ignored, misunderstood, even derided? Is this lover of souls also one who must be
detached to become the taskmaster? Or, is he the one dispensing compassion on behalf of
the Supreme, the barterer, for recognition and publicity for The most Renowned of all
Beings? Or, is this the bartering of the seeker's ignorance for the illumined light of the
master?
In the second stanza, we find the one who envisions 'karma' which simply put means
action, or the equivalent of our 'truths and lies', sees our fate as inevitable and necessary
because the real 'actor' in us is the Supreme Himself. And we are left once again with that
final image of the interconnectedness of existence, the symbiosis of man and God. This
poem is brimming with spiritual nuances inherent in the position of the master who
undertakes to teach and try to make the supreme Consciousness manifest in a world that is
so unaware and ignorant of the workings of the inner divinity in life. We can only
commiserate with such self-mockery!
Again it brings to mind Emily Dickinson who also dilates on the paradoxical nature of the
Oneness of reality in her work: 'One and One -- are One -- / Two be finished using ...."100
In the poem below, she indicates the reciprocity of the effort:
Each -- its difficult Ideal
Must achieve -- Itself -Through the solitary prowess
Of Silent Life -- 101
Emily Dickinson shares with Sri Chinmoy an intensity in brevity. They both have a unique
style which lends itself to the expression of the transcendental. On occasion, however, Sri
Chinmoy extends our comprehension into something more encompassing, our own
personal quest, challenging us and gently guiding us to consider and experience the level of
the heart consciousness. His poem becomes an instructional tool for the illustration of our

own divinity. Often he indicates that we stand on the brink of a new Golden Age, a time
when man will recognise his equal standing as a partner of God in His highest Aspect.
Here is an example of Sri Chinmoy as the seer-poet illustrating the significance of the 21st
Century in the evolution of humanity, taken from his book The New Millennium:
The fulfillment of the mind
Has been the hope
Of the past few centuries.
Now the fulfillment of the heart
Will be the hope
Of the next generation
And of all generations to come.
Indeed, this will be a unique
Contribution
Of the 21st Century to humanity.102
I believe this tendency in the writings of Sri Chinmoy is unique and of revolutionary
significance for both the interpretation of the past as well as preparation for a future.
I have aspired to show how poems of manifestation move towards the unveiling of the
equality and interdependence of the supreme Consciousness within the physical world.
However, there are entire categories of poems which move beyond this stage, illustrating
the ever Self-transcending nature of the Supreme Being Himself, not only in and through
the creation, but within His own Transcendental 'Dream'. Here is an amusing example,
which gives insight into the Divinity having a healthy sense of humour:
TOMORROW'S SUPREME SURPRISE
Yesterday's supreme surprise:
Today I shall realise God.
Today's supreme surprise:
Tomorrow I shall become another God.
Tomorrow's supreme surprise:
The day after tomorrow I shall resign
And give back to my predecessor
His post,
His responsibility,
His headache.103
Sri Chinmoy comments:
Human consciousness is limited, earthbound; it gets joy in the finite. Divine
consciousness wants to expand constantly ... always an ever self-transcending goal
because God is constantly transcending Himself. Even though He is limitless, He is
also making progress. 104

One fascinating aspect of Sri Chinmoy's prolific outpouring which is worthy of note is the
wonderful characterisation of his relationship with the Divine Being, his Beloved Supreme,
through what may be termed 'conversation' poems. There is a diverse array of these poems
sprinkled throughout his work. They are intimate exchanges, glimpses into a higher
perspective. They may portray conversations between the seeker and God, the son and
Father, the daughter and the Supreme. There are even some which consist of questions and
answers between the Yogi and the entity of death. These pieces have a fascination, a charm
and enchantment of their own which is difficult to ignore due to the perceived
impossibility of a human being ever partaking of such encounters. They seem to draw back
the curtain of eternity, infinity and immortality to give us a rare glimpse of that higher
realm of being. They make us step back thoughtfully in appreciation and contemplation of
this higher point of view, and reconsider our own assumptions and certitudes about life.
Most often in the question and answer formats they display a language of authority, and
tonal amplitude to reveal a fascinating sense of the personality of God.
"My Lord, I am singing."
"Fine, that is what pleases Me."
"My Lord, I am dancing."
"Wonderful, that is what enchants Me."
"My Lord, I am suffering."
"No, My child, you are not suffering.
That is not true.
What is happening is that you
are having a series of experiences.
Furthermore, try to realise that it is I
who am having all the experiences
in and through you."
"My Lord, is there anything sweeter than
forgiveness?"
"Yes, My child, gratitude is by far sweeter than forgiveness."
"My Lord, is there anything more fulfilling than the feeling of oneness?"
"Yes, My child, when you feel that you are the Eternal Lover and I am your Eternal
Beloved, and when you feel that I am the Eternal Lover and you are My Eternal
Beloved, the feeling of oneness is supremely transcended and immortally fulfilled."
"My Lord, I know that You don't have to read any books. Nevertheless, have You
read a few books, or should I say any books?"
"My child, I have read only three books in all My endless Life.
The first book I read is called Life, written by your mother, Infinity,
The second book is called Realisation, written by My son, Eternity.
The third book is called Manifestation, written by My daughter Immortality."105
The interaction here is not a simple creative device or contrivance. It is, in fact, an
articulation, a record of an exchange. The divine Entity is revealed in an exchange replete
with ease of intimacy, with simplicity and authority. The persona thus expressed holds
within it an unmistakable stamp of authenticity. We are brought up short with the

explication of a divine Will that, it is claimed, can never be fathomed or understood. Yet,
with some surprise, we have to admit it cannot be easily refuted.
Lord, I seek and You hide.
I seek because without You
My life-flames do not and cannot burn.
Now Lord, tell me,
Why do You hide?
"Daughter, I hide because
My hiding intensifies your seeking.
It gratifies your loving,
Glorifies your achievement
And immortalises your enlightenment."
My Lord, is there any time
When You do not love me?
"Yes, My child, there is a time."
When, my Lord, when?
"When you think that you are not
A budding God." 106
We find a purity, plausibility and authority embedded in the play of language between the
speakers, validating and explicating eternal truths, and yet gently mocking of humanity's
foibles. The charm and enduring patience of the divine voice are difficult to ignore,
promoting understanding, even sympathy for the Supreme's point of view. It evokes,
inevitably, an awakening within us at a very deep level, one that must reject outmoded
caricatures of a demanding deity and with relief welcome new ideas of an intimate and
accessible friend. Again, when read in the context of Sri Chinmoy's larger body of work, it
entices us to explore and synthesise these inner and higher worlds, expanding our own
point of view.
As the writing style of Sri Chinmoy developed, his poetry became more concise, aphoristic
and mantric in quality. Sri Chinmoy mentioned many times that at first, upon adopting the
English language, he felt it could never embody sacred mantra in the same way as Sanskrit
or his native Bengali. However, in time he changed his mind. He realised that all languages
could be bent towards the sacred mantric quality that he desired. His lyrics became
shorter, and yet still retained that epic breadth of the poet who stands at both the foot of
the tree and can send his consciousness flying upward to the top in a heartbeat. Sri
Chinmoy's last great project, Seventy-Seven Thousand Service-Trees, perfectly embodied
his direct relationship with the world at large, as he would take the daily moods, doubts
and failings of individuals and transform them into a poetic lesson, an illumination with
universal application for daily recitation. Here is a sampling:
Insecurity disappears
The moment the light of the soul
Enters into the heart. (No. 4,335)

No more shall I light
A temptation-conflagration
In my aspiration-life. (No. 21,204)
My Lord tells me
Time and again
That I need a special kind of silence
To understand His Whispers. (No. 29,404)
When we bow
To the Supreme in us,
Not only do we melt His Heart,
But also we give Him
A new hope and a new promise. (No. 34,435)
If I do not place myself totally
Inside the Heart of my Lord Supreme
How can I ever claim Him to be
My own, very own? (No. 21,222)
When I start counting my mistakes
God becomes extremely furious.
He says to me:
"My child,
Have you nothing else to do?" (No. 38,009)
Each human being
Has to do only one thing:
Unmask his divinity. (No. 36,391)
We can easily live our lives
Without speaking ill of
The rest of the world. (No. 40,031)
God is fully blossomed
In the depths of our hearts,
But our eyes
Fail to see it. (No. 46,205) 107
Although the style still holds traces of the rhetorical, Sri Chinmoy's tone and the point of
view are more modern, direct and aphoristic. The poems command the seeker to step
directly into the viewpoint of the poet, the perception from God-heights. Sri Chinmoy
explained that a spiritual master must identify with suffering humanity, as well as show the
way to the higher point of view. As a student, I felt this ability many times on a personal
level, as Sri Chinmoy would sweep the room with his gaze before giving morning prayers. I
imagined him plucking the problems, emotions and hidden obstacles from our hearts and

minds, before giving them back to us as the day's lessons, amazing us with the expression
and appropriation of our own dilemmas. In a talk given in Malaysia, Sri Chinmoy reflected:
For thousands of things that I have said over the years, I will be sadly, badly
misunderstood. There are many, many prayers, countless prayers that I have given
in which I use the words "my" and "I". These prayers are not at all applicable to me.
I identify myself with other human beings, and then I give the prayers."108
Sri Chinmoy has often written interesting commentaries on art, the artist and
consciousness. His understanding of inspiration and the Muse also give us an insight from
the highest spiritual awareness of the workings of the mind - and as he often explained,
although we are at the mercy of the Muse, a God-realised soul has the ability to catch and
use the Muse at his sweet will. He comments here on the fact that art, poetry, can be a
manifestation of a higher level of consciousness:
When you get a poem from the higher vital world, you will get the feeling of what
you call a surge. It is like a very, very big wave, a huge wave, that washes ashore
from the ocean. It covers the length and breadth of everything and washes away all
impurity and everything else it touches. But when you get a poem from the
illumined mental world, even if it just touches you, immediately you feel a sense of
illumination in your entire being. 109
Many of Sri Chinmoy's insights will have far-reaching ramifications both for literary
criticism and artistic creation. The path that he carved is unique. Far from shunning the
physical world, he taught us that we must accept the world for the transformation and the
divinisation of the world. This path of Sri Chinmoy stands like a lighthouse for humanity,
blazing a way forward and encompassing all aspects of the physical world. It is, in fact, a
significant new approach to spirituality, which can easily absorb the central truths of all
religions while placing the responsibility clearly upon the individual. Sri Chinmoy
continually emphasises that each person must be given complete freedom to find their own
path to enlightenment, to the Supreme Consciousness. It is of course the Dream, the evertranscending Will of the Supreme consciousness in his Cosmic Game.
Gazing into the future
I have come to learn
That the world will one day
Succeed in bringing down
Infinity's Light from Above.110
In conclusion, I come back to the original question - why is it so difficult for humanity to
hear a new voice? Why has it been so difficult for humanity to understand and utilise the
basic truths that the spiritual masters have expressed time and again down through the
ages - that the universe is permeated by a higher consciousness and that we are all
manifestations of that force?
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